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1 INTRODUCTION 
The goal of a computer network is to make the local resources of a 
computer available to any user in the network environment and also to provide 
communication between remote users. Thus a computer network must be able 
to provide access paths between end users at different locations. Such a 
function is defined in a network architecture in terms of protocols. A network 
protocol can be stated as a set of rules {syntax, semantics and timing) that 
govern the exchange of information between two ends of an access path. 
A computer network consists of a number of nodes [computers or 
terminals) and the transmission lines connecting the nodes. In a fully-
connected network, each node is directly linked with all other nodes in the 
network. Each node can communicate directly with any other node. 
However, in the design of computer networks, in most cases, direct connection 
of every node to every other node is impractical and costly. This is especially 
true when there are a large number of nodes, or when the nodes are 
geographically dispersed. Some representative network topologies are star, tree 
and ring. Most data communication networks use an irregular network 
topology. 
When a computer at one location has a data packet to send to a computer 
at another location, the computer network must decide which outgoing line is 
the best path to forward the packet on. When the packet arrives at an 
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intermediate station, the station should be able to forward the packet along the 
best outgoing line. Such an important function provided by a computer 
network is called routing protocol. 
Many routing protocols have been proposed during the past few yeais. 
These protocols possess only some of the following desirable properties: 
- distributed computation 
- adaptation to flow variations within the network 
- failsafe against arbitrary topological changes 
- loop-free route tables for all destinations at all times 
- bounded values for variables 
- fast recovery from topological changes 
In this dissertation, several distributed routing protocols which possess most, if 
not all, of the above properties are presented. 
This dissertation consists of six sections. Section 1 is the introduction. 
Section 2 gives an overview of distributed routing protocols for computer 
network. In section 3, four distributed source routing protocols (Algorithms 
1, 2, 3 and 4) with desirable properties are proposed. Section 4 deals with 
routing protocols with bounded counter numbers (Algorithms B-0 and B-A are 
next-node routing protocols, whereas Algorithms B-1 and B-3 are source 
routing protocols). Section 5 is a study of shortest path routing protocols 
(Algorithms E-0 and E-A). Section 6 describes some areas of future research 
on the routing problem. Since all algorithms proposed in this dissertation are 
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based on either one of the Segal! Version O, the Segall Version A and the 
Jaffe-Moss Algorithm, the complete specifications of these three protocols are 
given in Appendixes A, B and C respectively. 
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2 ADVANCES IN DISTRIBUTED ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
A computer network is a structure that makes available to a user at one 
location some data processing functions or services performed at another 
location. Remote network services are accessed using well-defined algorithms, 
called communication protocols. A communication protocol is a set of rules or 
conventions that govern the exchange of information between processes in a 
computer network. 
During early years of computer communication networks, many ad hoc 
protocols and line usage techniques were used. Most of the Interconnections 
were physical, and used specialized devices. Thus each physical communication 
link could not be shared by several applications. Today, advanced techniques 
influence the architecture of computer networks. Sharing of communication 
links becomes more and more important, and networks provide more flexible 
interconnections. As a result, a complete and correct protocol becomes more 
di&cult to achieve. 
2.1 Reference Model 
In 1977, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
recognized the special and urgent need to address some problems of network 
architecture and developed a model for Open System Interconnection (OSI), 
which partitions protocols into layers [39]. The model of OSI has seven layers, 
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shown in Fig. 2.1. Each layer envelops its lower layers and isolates them from 
the higher layers, and the interfaces between two adjacent layers are precisely 
defined. 
The seven layers in the ISO/OSI reference model are: 
( 1 ) the application layer, 
(2) the presentation layer. 
Application Application 
Presentation Presentation 
Session Session 
Transport Transport 
Network <—*• Network «—>• Network 4 * Network 
Data Link <—» Data Link 4 » Data Link <—> Data Link 
Physical Physical 4 * Physical < » Physical 
physical media 
Figure 2.1 Reference Model of ISO/OSI [39] 
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(3) the session layer, 
(4) the transport layer, 
(5) the network layer, 
(6) the data link layer, 
(7) the physical layer. 
The hosts implement, generally, layers 1-7, while intermediate nodes or packet 
switches implement layers 5-7. 
The application layer is the highest layer in the OSI architecture. 
Protocols of this layer directly serve the end users by providing the distributed 
information service appropriate to an application. Application processes 
intercommunicate with each other according to application layer protocols. 
The presentation layer provides the set of services which may be selected 
by the application layer to enable the presentation layer to interpret the 
meaning of the data exchanged. It is through the use of services provided by 
the presentation layer that applications in an OSI environment can communicate 
without unacceptable costs in interface variability, transformations, or 
application modification. 
The session layer provides services which are classified into the following 
categories: 
(a) binding two presentation entities into a relationship and unbinding them. 
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(b) control of data exchange, of delimiting, and of synchronizing data 
operations between two presentation entities. 
The transport layer provides a universal transport service in association 
with the underlying services provided by the lower layers. It also provides 
transparent transfer of data between session entities. This layer relieves these 
session entities from any concern with the detailed way in which reliable and 
cost-effective transfer of data are achieved. 
The network layer provides functional and procedural means to exchange 
network service data units between two transport entities over a network 
connection. This layer provides the routing and congestion control functions. 
The data link layer provides the functional and procedural means to 
establish, maintain, and release data links between network entities. 
The physical layer provides mechanical, electrical, functional, and 
procedural characteristics to establish, maintain, and release physical 
connections between data link entities. 
A routing function in a network with regular topology is easy to design. 
However, the routing function in a network with irregular topology is not easy 
to construct, and the issue of the routing function in such a computer network 
becomes very important. In terms of the ISO/OSI layering architecture, the 
net-work layer provides the routing function. When a data packet arrives at a 
node or packet switch in a network, the network layer must decide which 
outgoing line to forward the packet toward its destination. 
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Two types of services are provided by the network layer, datagram and 
virtual circuit. Datagram provides a service for delivering packets from source 
to destination. Each packet carrying a full destination address is routed 
independently. Virtual circuit requires a transmitter to first send a connection 
setup packet. The setup packet chooses a route for subsequent data packets 
and initializes the nodes along the route accordingly. 
2.2 Features of Routing Function for Networks 
The definition of routing function and an overview of the routing 
algorithms used in a number of operating networks can be found in [29]. 
Generally speaking, the routing function is used to route " packets" of 
information from source to destination over a list of consecutive links such that 
some global network quantity/cost is optimized. The specific cost criterion 
used may be the maximum throughput, the average throughput, the average 
delay, the reliability, etc. The optimal list of consecutive links from source to 
destination is called the shortest path. 
The problem for a routing function in finding the shortest path in a 
computer network may be modeled as a combinatorial optimization problem on 
graphs if all information is available in a control center [1,4]. It becomes 
more complex when the information at each node is limited, and/or the 
propagation of information between two nodes takes time [6]. The latter 
problem has received much attention in the literature and in practice. 
Numerous solutions to this problem exist, and these solutions can be 
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categorized as follows: 
( 1 ) centralized algorithms: these run at a central node which has all the 
necessary information: they perform the computation of the shortest 
paths for all pairs of nodes in the network, and then distribute that 
information to the appropriate nodes. 
(2) distributed algorithms: these run at several (or all) nodes, each of which 
has limited information; they exchange the information among neighbors, 
and then perform local computation to obtain the shortest paths. 
The basic skeleton of these two types of routing algorithms was presented 
in [29]. Obviously, if the central node that runs the centralized routing 
algorithm fails, the routing function will be defeated immediately. In general, 
even a distributed routing algorithm may suffer from certain network node 
failures if the routing function is unable to adjust promptly. Since nodes in a 
network do fail, a reliable network must implement a distributed and failsafe 
routing algorithm that can deal with changes in the topology of a network. 
A distributed routing algorithm typically requires a distance table and a 
route table. Each table consists of a fixed number of rows corresponding to 
each destination in the network. Each row in the distance table is consist of a 
number of entries associated with the neighbors. Each entry contains the 
measured delay/cost to the corresponding destination through the associated 
neighbor. Each row in the route table contains the minimum cost among those 
values stored in that row of the distance table and the identification of the 
neighbor which contains the minimum value. Consider the network of Fig. 2.2 
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in which the number associated with the links are the link costs. The distance 
table and the route table at node D that has four neighbors - nodes A, B, C and 
E- are shown in Table 2.1. The routing algorithm uses the exchanged 
information from every neighbor to update the distance table and thus obtains 
the current routing information. 
In the above example, the route table at each node stores only the 
identification of an adjacent neighbor in addition to the minimum cost in each 
row: each node can determine only the next node towards the destination of 
S 
Figure 2.2. Simple Network Example 
Table 2.1. Route Table at Node D for a Simple Network 
Distance Table Route Table 
Dest DA DB DC DE 
A 1 4 6 3 
B 3 2 6 4 
C 4 5 3 2 
D — — — — 
E 3 5 4 1 
F 5 7 6 3 
Cost Next Node 
1 A 
2 B 
2 E 
1 E 
3 E 
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each data packet that traverses it. This routing discipline is called next-node 
routing. A different kind of routing scheme has been incorporated in some 
protocol standards [24, 11] and it is called source routing. In source routing, 
information about complete paths from a node to all destinations is kept at 
each node. This information is included in a data packet before it is sent to a 
destination and is used by the intermediate nodes to forward this packet 
towards its destination. 
2.3 Progress in Developing Distributed Routing Algorithms 
An early study [18] of the design of distributed routing algorithms for 
computer networks presented an overview covering the period up to 1977. In 
1980, a discussion of the routing techniques used in real networks were given in 
[29]. Since that time, many developments in this area have been proposed. In 
this subsection, we give a brief history of distributed routing algorithms, 
including some important techniques mentioned in [18] and [29]. 
The idea of distributed routing algorithms was proposed in [2], and was 
called Hot Potato Heuristic Routing Doctrine, This is probably the first formal 
study on distributed routing techniques. This algorithm derives the network 
status information directly from each data packet traversing in the network. 
The network status information is stored in the distance table and the route 
table at each node. Each data packet contains the source, the destination and a 
handover number tag. The handover number is a tag in each packet set to zero 
upon initial transmission of the packet into the network. Every time the 
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packet Is passed on, the handover number is increased. The handover number 
tag on each packet sent from a neighbor to a node Indicates the length of the 
shortest path from the source to this node through that neighbor. The 
algorithm uses the handover number to update the distance table and the route 
table if needed. 
Initially, the algorithm sets entries In the distance table to high values and 
entries in the route table to arbitrary neighbors. It examines the handover 
number of each packet arriving on each link for each destination. If the 
received handover number is less than the corresponding value already stored in 
the distance table, the algorithm changes the value to that of the received 
handover number and updates the corresponding entry in the route table if 
necessary. If the received handover number is larger than the value in the 
distance table, the algorithm takes no action. After a period of time, the 
algorithm will obtain complete information to indicate the path length to each 
destination in the network through each of the neighboring links. The current 
information in the distance table can now be used to route new traflBc. If the 
best preferred link is busy, the algorithm does not wait, but chooses the next 
best link that is free. 
In 1969, a routing algorithm similar to the hot potato algorithm was 
implemented in the experimental ARPANET. The ARPANET routing 
algorithm described in detail in [17] and [19] was a decentralized adaptive 
routing algorithm to minimize delay. This algorithm directs each packet to its 
destination along a path for which the total delay is minimal. This path is 
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Individually determined by each interface message processor (IMP) along the 
path. The decision is made by a simple table lookup procedure. Each IMP 
maintains a network delay table like the distance table described in the 
previous subsection, which gives an estimate of the delay for a packet to reach 
every possible destination over each of its neighboring links. This table and 
three other tables - the minimum delay table, the IMP (local) delay table and 
the routing table - are shown in Fig. 2.3, as maintained by IMP 2. Three lines 
are connected to IMP 2. For example, the delay from IMP 2 to IMP 1 using 
ARPA NETWORK ADAPTIVE 
MINIMUM DELAY ROUTING 
MINIMUM DELAY TABLE 
18 SEND TO EACH NEIGHBOR 
t 
D€STINATIOH ADD 4 «, 
1 2 3 4 5 • 64 T 
1 14 6 7 12 5 21 •—RECEIVE 
LINE 2 E 6 7 5 8 IQ -—FROM 
3 6 7 6 E 4 
—v IS 
•—NEIGHBORS 
NETWORK DELAY TABLE 
AT IMP 2^ 
E nm 
ROUTING TABLE 
IMP 
DELAY 
TABLE 
Figure 2.3. Routing Tables in the ARPANET [20] 
Une 3 is 6, which is stored in the network delay table. The minimum delay 
table contains the current estimate of the delay in the path from IMP 2 to each 
other IMP in the network, and the routing table indicates, for every destination 
In the network, which line provides the current estimate of the delay stored in 
the minimum delay table. For example, the minimum delay f rom IMP 2 to 
IMP 1 is 6, and is through line 3. Periodically, every 2/3 of a second, the IMP 
sends its minimum delay table to each of its neighbors via the lines. The local 
delay table contains the estimated delay between the IMP and each neighbor. 
Each time the minimum delay table of an immediate neighbor (say through line 
1) is received at IMP 2, IMP 2 adds 4, which is stored at its local delay table, to 
each delay in the incoming table. 
Since all of the neighbors of the IMP also send out their minimum delay 
tables every 2/3 of a second, the IMP receives a minimum delay table from 
each of its neighbors every 2/3 of a second. When a neighbor's estimate 
arrives, the IMP adds the local delay associated with that neighbor to the 
neighbor's estimate and stores it in the appropriate row in the network delay 
table. After all the neighbors' estimates arrive, the IMP now has an up-to-
date network delay table. Thus the IMP can update the minimum delay table 
and the routing table according to the new network delay table. 
The ARPANET routing algorithm is a simple, inexpensive algorithm. It 
performs well in a steady state and reacts to small changes in trafl&c. 
However, the ARPANET has several drawbacks, some of which have been 
addressed by improvements [20]. These improvements concern the adaptation 
of routing, network time constant, and system reliability. The original 
ARPANET routing algorithm reacts very quickly to " good news" and very 
slowly to "bad news". The improvement is to send information between 
nodes so as to prevent incorrect information from persisting. It is necessary to 
include time constants (such as host time constants, line time constants, and 
node time constants) in the algorithms for a computer network. For example, 
a host should not hold IMP resources in the form of packet buffers when the 
host goes down; thus, a message may not reside in a host queue for more than a 
time constant (30 seconds in the ARPANET routing algorithm). The time 
constants for lines and nodes are more complicated than for hosts. Readers 
may refer to [20] f or details. Since some of the routing reliability problems 
were encountered in the ARPANET during 1971 to 1973, the algorithm used 
"checksumming" to improve the reliability of the IMPs and enhance their 
ability to provide diagnostic information. 
Although several improvements were applied to the algorithm, the delay 
estimates were exchanged too often between every pair of nodes such that the 
following problems still exist: 
(1) exchange of routing tables affects the flow of network trafi&c, 
(2) routing tables used by different nodes are inconsistent, and 
(3) the network is too slow in adapting to bad news such as congestion and 
topological change. 
The new ARPANET routing algorithm solves these problems and improves the 
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rate of exchanging of the routing tables to once every 10 seconds[21]. 
The basic idea similar to the ARPANET routing protocol was used in an 
event driven mechanism implemented in the MERIT computer network. This 
algorithm was proposed in [38]. The algorithm running at each node 
broadcasts to its neighbors the values of the minimum delays only when these 
values change. A delay value may change when the delay of a neighboring 
link changes (either goes up or down), when a message is received from a 
neighbor providing a better value, or when a message is received from the 
preferred neighbor indicating an increase in the delay value. 
The algorithm at each node maintains a distance table and a route table. 
The algorithm consists of a handler for each of the following three events: a 
link comes up, a link goes down, and a NETCHANGE message is received. The 
NETCHANGE message is a control message (as opposed to a data message), 
which contains the sender ID, the destination ID, and the delay value from the 
sender to the destination. In order to react to a change of a link or an arrival 
of a NETCHANGE message, the algorithm updates the distance table and, if 
necessary, the route table. When the value in the route table changes, the 
algorithm broadcasts the new value to all of its neighbors. 
The problem with this algorithm (as well as in the ARPANET and Baran's 
algorithms) is that the message looping may exist in the transient states. For 
example, consider the network in Fig. 2.4. The arrows denote the preferred 
neighbor to DES for every node except DES. We focus on node A and assume 
that link (A,DES) fails. If the cost from node A to DES through node E is 
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DES 
Figure 2.4. Potential Loop [12] 
larger than the cost through node B, then at the failure node A chooses node B 
as its preferred neighbor. Assume the cost of link (A,E) is much larger than 
any other links, e.g., d(A,E)=10^ and d(x,y)=l for any other x and y. Then 
approximately 10^ steps transpire while update messages loop (A,D,C,B,A) and 
before node A correctly chooses node E as the preferred neighbor to DES. 
Several advanced algorithms [22, 23, 21, 36, 32] have been proposed to 
avoid loops in the transient states. We give a precise definition of loop-free 
before discussing these improved algorithms. If all the entries of the preferred 
neighbor in every node's route table do not form any loop for any destination, 
then we say that the algorithm is loop-free. The Tajibnapis algorithm lacks 
the loop-free property during the transient states. 
A failsafe distributed routing protocol was introduced in [22] and [23] 
which were inspired by Gallager's paper [7], Finn's idea [5] and Segall's work 
[31]. This algorithm was generalized to test the connectivity of the network 
[33], and its performance was improved [32]. The original version Is called 
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Version O, whereas the improved versions are called Version A, B and C 
respectively. 
Version O discussed in [22] has the property of being loop-free. The 
algorithm works for a particular destination SINK in the network. Each node 
running the algorithm for destination SINK maintains a distance table and a 
route table. The route table contains two components: d keeps an estimate of 
the cost of the optimal path from the node to SINK; p stores the identification 
of the preferred neighbor which provides the optimal path to SINK. These 
entries of the preferred neighbor at all nodes form a directed tree towards the 
destination SINK called the destination tree. Fig. 2.5 shows an example of 
such a destination tree rooted at SINK. 
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i4 
3 
1 
4 
3 
(SINK) (SINK) 
(a) Network Example (b) Corresponding Directed Tree 
Figure 2.5. Destination Tree [23] 
The destination tree is preserved at all times because a strict order is 
imposed on the updating of the preferred neighbor at every node in the 
destination tree. Only the destination may start an update cycle for every 
node in the destination tree to update their distance tables and route tables. A 
cycle may either be initiated periodically, or as a result of a topological 
change. Each cycle can be viewed as proceeding in the following two phases-. 
( 1 ) While updating the estimated cost, control messages originating f rom the 
destination propagate uptree to the leaves of the current destination tree. 
Whenever a node receives a message with a cost from a nonpreferred 
neighbor, the node computes the new cost estimate (based on the received 
cost) through that neighbor and stores this estimate in the buffer. When 
a node receives a message with a cost from the preferred neighbor, the 
node computes the minimum cost estimate based on all the messages it 
has received (note that this might be based on only a portion of all 
neighbors) and broadcasts the new cost estimate to all neighbors except 
îhe preferred neighbor. 
(2) Control messages proceed downtree to the destination while selecting new 
preferred neighbors. Whenever a node receives a message from all its 
neighbors, the node goes into this phase. The leaves of the destination 
tree are the first to satisfy this condition. When a node enters phase 2, 
the node sends the current cost estimate to the prefen-ed neighbor, 
computes the minimum among the distance table, and selects a new 
preferred neighbor accordingly. Phase 2 is complete when the destination 
receives messages from all of its neighbors. 
Note that a single update cycle does not guarantee that the resulting 
destination tree is minimal. This Is because the estimate cost contained in the 
control message, which Is propagating uptree during phase 1, is based on only a 
portion of the distance table. 
Jaffe and Moss recognized the fact that loops only occur as a result of link 
cost increases. They proposed an algorithm which combines the good feature 
of Version O and the Tajibnapis algorithm [12], This algorithm follows the 
same lines as Version O when a link cost increases, but uses the Tajibnapis 
approach for link cost decreases. The basic idea Is using a single bit in the 
update message to indicate whether or not it is originated from a link cost 
increase. Messages with an increased cost are called freeze messages. 
Otherwise, they are called normal messages. If a node detects a link cost 
decrease or receives a message with a decreased cost, the node updates the 
distance table and the route table immediately. On the other hand, when a 
node detects a link cost increase or receives a freeze message from its preferred 
neighbor, the node enters a freeze state without changing the preferred neighbor 
and propagates the freeze message to all neighbors, gradually freezing all nodes 
uptree of the node. The freeze persists until all uptree nodes learn about the 
increase. This process is the same as that in Version O. 
The mechanism used in the process of a freeze message is as follows: 
( 1 ) If the freeze message comes from the preferred neighbor, the receiving 
node enters the freeze state, updates the distance table according to the 
new cost, and sends a freeze message with the new cost to all neighbors 
except the preferred neighbor. 
(2) If the freeze message comes from a nonpreferred neighbor, the receiving 
node processes that message and sends an acknowledgement back to the 
sender. 
(3) When a node in the freeze state receives acknowledgements from all its 
neighbors except its preferred neighbor, the node unfreezes, sends an 
acknowledgement to its old preferred neighbor, computes the new cost, 
and selects a new preferred neighbor. At this moment, it is guaranteed 
that all nodes uptree have recognized the increase and the Tajibnapis 
algorithm may now be applied (messages with cost decrease are used). 
The above mechanism is applied for a single link cost increase. For 
multiple link cost increases, a bit vector corresponding to a neighboring link is 
used. The interested reader should refer to [12] for details. It is shown that 
this algorithm converges faster than the two algorithms on which it is based. 
Meanwliile, ARPANET installed a new routing algorithm during 1979 to 
avoid message looping using a diflFerent approach [21]. In the new ARPANET 
routing algorithm, each node in the network maintains a database describing 
the network topology and the line delays. Using this database, each node 
independently computes the shortest paths to all other nodes. Because the 
database maintained at each node contains all information about the whole 
network topology, any centralized algorithm can be applied for finding the 
entire tree of shortest paths rooted at any node. Indeed, the new algorithm is 
based on Dijkstra's idea [4] and is called the shortest-path-first (SPF) 
algorithm. Since the new algorithm requires availability of global network 
information at each node, the algorithm can only be viewed as a semi-
distributed algorithm. More details on the algorithm used to maintain the 
database may be found in [27, 28]. 
Two improved versions (A and C) of distributed routing protocols based 
on Version O were proposed [32]. Version O works independently from 
destination to destination, whereas Version A uses some collaboration between 
destinations. The advantages of Version A are ( 1) reducing the complexity of 
the algorithm in terms of required states and transitions, (2) reducing the 
required memory spaces, and (3) reducing the communication within the 
network. However, there is a drawback in Version A (as well as in Version 
O): that is, the counter numbers used for update cycles are unbounded. 
Version C employs an idea introduced in [5] to use relative counter numbers 
instead of absolute numbers to obtain an algorithm with bounded counter 
numbers. 
Recently, Soloway and Humblet [35] discovered a subtle error in Finn's 
paper, which was the foundation of Version C. They presented a 
counterexample to show that Finn's algorithm A2 does not work for some 
special cases. The problem Is that when two update cycles with different 
levels mix up together, some nodes may create an infinite number of update 
cycles traversing in the network. This is because the algorithm heavily 
depends on each link's relative counter numbers. In [35], a different approach. 
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called minimum hop shortest path algorithm, is proposed to solve the 
boundedness problem. 
In 1982, Hagouel and Schwartz proposed a routing algorithm (called 
Algorithm A) which does not use the distance table [10]. The distance table 
may be viewed as the memory of the last estimate received from each neighbor 
of its cost to each destination in the network. In that sense, Algorithm A is 
memoryless because the algorithm only keeps the route table at each node. The 
neighbor's route table is solicited as needed. This implies that a node might 
send a route table entry to its neighbor more than once even if its value has not 
changed. 
Hagouel's Algorithm A is a generalization of the Tajibnapis algorithm. 
No distance tables are utilized; instead, each node maintains only the route 
table which contains the estimate cost and the preferred neighbor for every 
destination in the network. Due to the absence of distance tables, when a node 
needs information about the neighbors' route table, the node must solicit the 
information from its neighbors. 
For example, Fig. 2.6 shows a network and the corresponding destination 
tree to SINK. Consider the link (.h,i) which does not belong to the destination 
tree. If the cost c(h,i) increases, node h ignores this change because the change 
does not afifect the structure of the destination tree. If the cost c(h,i) decreases, 
the change may afifect the structure of the tree if the new cost provides a better 
path from node h to the SINK node. Therefore, node h requests from node i 
its estimate cost to SINK. Upon reception of the estimate cost from node i to 
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SINK, node A can now determine whether this provides a better path or not. 
Next, consider the link (a,6) which belongs to the destination tree. If the cost 
c(a,d) decreases, node a knows for sure that the estimate cost to SINK has 
decreased, so node a just computes the new value and broadcasts it to all its 
neighbors except the preferred neighbor node 6. If the cost c(a,b) increases, 
node à may not provide the best path any longer; therefore, the structure of the 
destination tree may change. The distance table at node a could be useful since 
it could provide the necessary information to find an alternate path to SINK. 
In the absence of the distance table, the information has to be solicited from the 
immediate neighbors. 
Hagouel's Algorithm A was later extended to Algorithm B, which 
maintains a source tree (as opposed to destination tree) in every node of the 
network [8]. A source tree is a directed tree stored in a node, say SRC. It is 
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rooted at SRC and contains the shortest path from SRC to every other 
destination in the network. The source tree maintained at SRC may be used to 
predetermine, at SRC itself, the complete paths from SRC to every 
destination. This routing discipline is called source routing. The new 
ARPANET algorithm has the same feature but requires a database describing 
the whole network topology at each node to achieve It. 
Note that Hagouel's Algorithm A and B were generalized from the 
Tajibnapis algorithm, so the message looping may still exist in the transient 
states. 
2.4 Using Routing Tables to Forward Information 
Once the routing tables have been built using one of the distributed 
routing protocols, they can be used for the routing of information in a network 
providing a datagram or a virtual circuit services. In a datagram network, 
complete information stored in a source node about the shortest path can be 
included in each data packet before it is sent to a destination. This path 
information can be used by the intermediate nodes to forward this packet 
towards its destination. In a virtual circuit network, a connection between 
source and destination must be established. The connection is established 
according to the current shortest path from source to destination. 
A simple distributed algorithm for establishing a loop-free connection in a 
circuit switched network has been proposed [32]. The method by which to 
identify the routes at intermediate nodes along the path is using a unique global 
path identifier (GPID) that includes the source, destination, and a path 
number. When the source assigns a different GPID to each new route at setup 
time, then this GPID uniquely identifies the route. The algorithm running at 
each node maintains the next node of the path in the forward and backward 
directions for any active GPID. If each data message carries the GPID in its 
header, the data can be appropriately propagated from node to node until it 
arrives at the destination. 
Two serious drawbacks with this method have been pointed out in [34]. 
The size of the table storing the GPID must be very large to guarantee 
uniqueness. Moreover, the access into an unstructured table using a GPID is 
difficult. This paper also proposed an improved method which is referred to as 
local path ID swapping [16], path number [29, 30], or local record number 
[26]. Each node along the path assigns a local number, called local path ID 
(LPID), to be used in connection with the route. 
In this dissertation, some source routing algorithms with desirable 
properties are proposed. Section 3 presents four source routing algorithms 
(Algorithm 1,2,3 and 4) which are based on three next-node routing 
algorithms. Algorithm 1, which is based on Merlin and Segall's Version O, 
works for a particular destination, and every algorithm associated with its 
destinations works independently from destination to destination. Each 
algorithm maintains its own counter number associated with each update cycle 
to construct a destination tree as well as a source tree. Algorithm 2, which is 
based on the Jaffe and Moss algorithm, is more responsive than Algorithm 1 in 
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terms of adaptation to link cost changes. This algorithm running at each node 
maintains a bit vector associated with each neighbor to take into account the 
link failures. Algorithm 3, which is based on an improved version of the Jaffe 
and Moss algorithm, provides more efiBcient recovery speed. Algorithm 4, 
which is based on a modification to Segall's Version A, is the improvement of 
Algorithm 1 in the following two aspects: first, the memory space at each node 
and the communication need for the algorithm to build the destination tree and 
the source tree are reduced; second, the counter numbers for update cycles are 
bounded. 
Section 4 presents four algorithms (Algorithm B-O, B-A, B-1 and B-4) 
with bounded counter numbers. These algorithms are obtained by using an 
approach other than the mechanism used in Soloway and Humblet's minimum 
hop shortest path algorithm. The new approach used in these algorithms is the 
sliding window technique for flow control in networks. Algorithm B-0 is 
extended from Version O, and Algorithm B-A is extended from Version A. 
Both Algorithm B-0 and B-A are next-node routing algorithms, whereas 
Algorithm B-1 and B-4 are source routing algorithms which are extended from 
the former algorithms respectively. 
Section 5 presents two improved routing algorithms (Algorithm E-0 and 
E-A) which provide more efficient recovery speed. The reœvery speed is 
defined by the number of steps required until all nodes in the network obtain 
their shortest paths after a single link failure. Algorithm E-O is an improved 
version of Segall's Version O, whereas Algorithm E-A is an improved version of 
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Segall's Version A. 
Fig. 2.7 shows the history of the progress in developing distributed routing 
protocols including those algorithms presented in this dissertation. The 
algorithms shown above the dashed line are next-node routing algorithms, 
whereas those below the line are source routing algorithms. The algorithms 
shown within the box are presented in the following sections. 
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3 FAILSAFE DISTRIBUTED SOURCE ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
In recent years, several distributed network routing algorithms have been 
proposed [38, 23, 36, 12, 32, 10]. All these algorithms are failsafe and use the 
next-node routing scheme. The next-node routing means that the routing 
information stored at each node contains only the identification of the next 
node corresponding to each destination. Each node sends data packets to a next 
node. When the next node receives a data packet, the node must determine 
whether the packet is destined for it or not. If not, the node will send the 
packet to the next node towards its destination. This next node is selected 
using routing information stored in the node. Some schemes based on next-
node routing can result in the loss of data and looping of packets in the 
network, thus wasting communication resources. 
A different kind of routing scheme has been incorporated in some protocol 
standards [24, 11 ] and is called source routing. In source routing, information 
about complete paths from a node to all destinations is kept at each node. 
This information is included in a data packet before the data packet is sent to a 
destination and is used by the intermediate nodes to forward this packet 
towards its destination. This scheme saves the intermediate nodes from doing 
extensive computations to determine the next node and also prevents looping of 
packets. 
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In this section, four source routing algorithms, that are distributed, failsafe 
and loop-free, are presented. These algorithms are obtained from modifications 
and extensions to some next-node routing algorithms. The specifications of the 
source routing protocols are presented in Sec. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. 
For source routing protocols, a complete path from source to destination 
can be determined at the source node and appended to the data packet before it 
is sent. For example, in Fig. 3.1, the network topology consists of four nodes 
and five links. Table 3.1 shows the route table at node A for this network. 
The route table at node A contains a complete path, which is represented by a 
Figure 3.1. A Simple Four Node Network 
Table 3.1. Route Table at Node A for a 
Simple Network 
DES ROUTE 
A -
B A.B 
C A.C 
D A.B.D 
sequence of node identifications, to each destination except itself. This table 
indicates that at a given time, optimal paths from network node A to network 
nodes B, C and D are A.B, A.C, and A.B.D respectively. 
The major task of source routing protocol is to build the route table at 
each node that contains a complete path to every destination. We require these 
protocol to be distributed, failsafe and loop-free. Although the routing 
algorithms of Merlin-Segall [23, 32] and Jaffe-Moss [12] discussed in Sec. 2.3 
have such properties, they do not have source routing feature. These 
algorithms can be extended to source routing protocols with their properties. 
In the following, we will discuss four distributed source routing protocols: 
Algorithm 1 is based on the Merlin-Segall (Version O) routing protocol [23]; 
Algorithm 2 is based on the JafiFe-Moss routing protocol [12]; Algorithm 3 is 
based on an improved version of the Jaffe-Moss routing protocol [12]; and 
Algorithm 4 is based on the Segall (Version A) routing protocol [32] and the 
Soloway-Humblet minimum hop shortest path algorithm [35]. 
3.1 Source Routing Algorithm 1 
Before giving Algorithm 1, we describe the basic idea of the Version O 
protocol because Algorithm 1 is based on that protocol. At any time, each 
node i in the network has a preferred neighbor node p- corresponding to a 
particular destination SINK. The directed graph defined by the nodes i and the 
arcs U,pp forms a tree rooted at the SINK. Hereafter, we will call such a tree 
rooted at the destination SINK a destination tree. Each node i has a variable 
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maintained by the protocol, denoting an estimated distance from node i to the 
SINK. During an update cycle, the protocol reevaluates the distance and 
accordingly chooses a preferred neighbor p^. The directed graph given by the 
arcs remains constantly a tree rooted at the SINK. The SINK may 
asynchronously start new update cycles to change routes according to new 
estimated distances. Each cycle can be viewed as proceeding in two phases: 
(1) while updating the estimated distances {d^, control messages propagate 
uptree from SINK to the leaves of the current tree, 
(2) while selecting new preferred neighbors control messages proceed 
downtree to the SINK. 
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For the simple network in Fig. 3.1, destination trees for destinations A, B, C 
and D are shown in Fig. 3.2, where a directed arc connects a node to its 
preferred neighbors. 
The main objective of Algorithm 1 is to construct a source tree at every 
node of the network. For the network example in Fig. 3.1, source trees can be 
constructed using the information contained in the destination trees in Fig. 
3.2. For example, to construct a source tree at node A, the algorithm extracts 
the path from node A to node B from the destination tree at node B, the path 
from node A to node C from the destination tree at node C, and the path from 
node A to node D from the destination tree at node D. These paths are 
node A node B 
node C node D 
Figure 3.3. Source Trees for Nodes in Fig. 3.1 
combined to form the source tree at node A. The source trees for nodes A, B, C 
and D of Fig. 3.1 are given in Fig. 3.3. 
A problem with the procedure just described for constructing source trees 
f rom destination trees is that there is not sufficient inf ormation stored at each 
node by Version O. For example, a node A in a destination tree stores only 
information about its preferred neighbor for each destination, and the node does 
not know which other nodes (if any) are currently using it (node A) as their 
preferred neighbor for destination SINK. The latter information is needed to 
construct source trees from destination trees. Hence, for source routing 
protocol 1, we must modify phase (2) of the Merlin-Segall's next-node routing 
algorithm to store additional information to permit construction of source trees 
from destination trees at the end of phase (2). In source routing algorithm 1, 
we introduced phase (3) which is started from the destination (SINK) when 
phase (2) is completed. During phase (3) for destination SINK, each node 
receives a control message carrying a complete path information to SINK from 
its preferred neighbor, appends its node identification to the received path 
information, and propagates this amended path information to every 
predecessor which selected this node as its preferred neighbor during phase (2). 
Next, we describe modification to phase (2) of the Merlin-Segall algorithm 
and the mechanism of phase (3) to obtain source routing algorithm 1. Our 
discussion focuses on one particular destination called SINK. It is understood 
that the same protocol is executed by every network node to construct source 
trees for all nodes in the network. 
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Hence, source routing algorithm 1 consists of the following three phases: 
phase (1) (same as in Version 0 in [23]), phase (2) (modified), and phase (3) 
(new). Since phase (1) remains unchanged, no discussion is given any further. 
3.1.1 Informal Description 
During phase (2) of Version 0, node i selects a preferred neighbor (say /) 
and stores the id of the preferred neighbor in its local variable p^, but node j 
does not know that node i has selected j as its preferred neighbor for 
destination SINK. Therefore, two new messages, PRED and ROUTE, and two 
new variables, pred and path, are introduced. The message PRED(i,m) is sent 
from node / to node j when node i selects node j as its preferred neighbor 
during the update cycle m. The variable pred at node j is used to store the 
identity of its predecessor node i when node j receives the message PRED(i,m) 
from node i. Having selected a preferred neighbor and sent the PRED message 
to it, node i enters state S4 (instead of state SI as in Version 0), and awaits the 
arrival of path information to be sent from its new preferred neighbor during 
phase (3). 
During phase (3), each node receives the message ROUTE(/,m,list) carrying 
with it path information to SINK in its argument list from the preferred 
neighbor I and, after appending its node identification, stores the complete path 
information to SINK into its variable path. This node then propagates the 
updated path information to all its predecessor nodes stored in its variable 
pred. 
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The actions for modified phase (2) and the new phase (3) for any 
arbitrary node are described as follows: 
(Ml) When node i (not SINK) selects a preferred neighbor (during phase 
(2)) according to the new estimated distance d^, node i sends the 
message PRED(i,/n) to this new preferred neighbor and enters state S4. 
(M2) When node i receives the message PRED(Z,m) from the neighbor I, it 
just adds I to its local set variable pred, which is a collection of 
predecessors of node i in the destination tree rooted at SINK. 
(M3) When node i receives message ROUTE(^,A»,list) from its preferred 
neighbor I in state S4 (during phase (3)), it performs the following 
steps: 
a. constructs a complete path (i @ list) from i to SINK and stores 
the information in its local variable path, 
b. sends the message R0UTE(i,m,p(2f/i) to each node in the set pred 
if it is nonempty, 
c. enters state SI. 
(M4) When node i performs its part of phase (1) (in state SI or S3) or 
phase (3) (in state S4), a new update cycle may force the node to 
enter state S2 or S3, and to reinitialize pred to be empty. 
The finite-state machine (FSM) diagram for a node executing source 
routing algorithm 1 is shown in Fig. 3.4. This FSM has five states - SI, S2, S5, 
S3, and S4. The state labeled S4 is a new state added to the FSM for the 
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Figure 3.4. Finite-State Machine at Node i for Algorithm 1 
next-node routing algorithm in [23] to deal with changes to phase (2) of this 
protocol and also to implement phase (3) of source routing algorithm 1. The 
FSM has five newly-added transitions involving state S4. Transition T24 
from state S2 to state S4 is executed when a node receives an acknowledgement 
from all neighbors and performs (Ml), i.e., the node selects a preferred 
neighbor and sends PRED to this new preferred neighbor. Transition T41 from 
state S4 to state SI is executed when a node receives path information from its 
preferred neighbor and performs (M3). The other transitions involving state 
S4 are added to deal with abnormal situations. The conditions and actions of 
transitions T42, T43, and T42 are the same as those of transitions T12, T13, 
and T22 respectively. 
The FSM for the destination node SINK for algorithm 1 is much simpler 
and consists of states SI and S2 as in [23]. The modifications to phase (2) and 
the new phase (3) for the SINK node for source routing algorithm 1 are: 
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(M5) When SINK receives PRED(Z,m) from neighbor I, it just adds I into its 
local set variable pred. 
(M6) When SINK enters state SI (completion of phase C2)), it sends the 
message ROUTE(SINK,m,[SINK]) to each predecessor stored in its 
local set variable pred. 
There is no need for a state like S4 above in the FSM for the SINK, and so 
the state transition diagram for the SINK is unchanged. The only modification 
for the SINK is the adding of one action, which is the sending of message 
ROUTE to each predecessor, to transition T21. 
3.1.2 Formal Specification 
The formal description of source routing algorithm 1 consists of a detailed 
specification of the transitions of the FSM in Fig. 3.4 and of a simpler FSM for 
the SINK node. The transitions are triggered by events such as receiving 
messages and associated actions. 
The messages and variables for algorithm 1 consist of those described in 
TABLE 1 of [23] and some new messages and variables described in Table 3.2. 
The message handlers for algorithm 1 consist of the message handlere 
described In TABLE 3 of [23] and the following two new message handlers: 
For PREDC/.m) 
if m = n^, then set pred •-pred U {Z}. 
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Table 3.2. New Variables and Messages for Algorithm 1® 
(a) New Variables for the Algorithm of Node i 
Variable Name Meaning Domain of Values 
pred 
path 
set of predecessors 
optimal path to SINK 
set of node IDs 
list of node IDs 
(b) New Messages for the Algorithm of Node i 
Message Format Meaning Domain of Values 
PRED(/,m) 
ROUTE(/,m,list) 
sent from node I when I selected 
node i as its preferred neighbor 
sent from node / to predecessors 
indicating optimal path, list, from I 
to SINK during update cycle m 
I =1,2,...,NN 
m—0» 1 ,2 
/=1,2 NN 
m=0) 1,2, . . .  
list=list of node IDs 
®It is assumed that the network is composed by NN nodes. 
For ROUTECZ.m.list) 
if m = n^, then: 
path *—i @ list; send ROUTE(z,n^,path) to allp € pred; 
CT 4-0; Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
The transitions for algorithm 1 are derived from the FSM in Fig. 3.4. 
They consist of all transitions (some suitably modified) described in TABLE 2 
of [23] and several additional transitions involving state S4. The modifications 
and extensions to TABLE 2 in [23] are: 
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(1) Modify the actions of transitions T12, T22, T22 and T32 by adding: 
pred +- 0. 
(2) Replace the transition T21 with the transition T24: 
T24 Cond. 24: V k  s.t. F^k)  = UP, then N-(k)=n^=mx.', 
3  k  s . t .  F^(k)  = UP and D^k)  
if CT = 0, then MSG; ^oo. 
Actn. 24: send MSGCn^.c^p to p^; set p^ i-k*  that achieves 
min D^(k) over k s.t. F^(k) = UP; 
V k  s.t. F-(k)  = UP,set N-(k)  «-nil; CT <— 1; 
send PRED(/ ,np to  p- .  
(3) Add the four new transitions T41, T42, T43 and T42: 
T41 Cond. 41 : ROUTE (Z,m=n .,list); CT=0. 
Actn. 41: CT <— 1. 
T42 Same as T12. 
T43 Same as TIB. 
T45 Same as T25. 
The description of algorithm 1 for the destination node SINK consists of 
the specification of SINK described in TABLE 4 of [23] plus the following 
modifications and additions: 
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( 1 ) Add the message handler: 
For PREDCZ.ml 
if m = n^, then set pred <—pred U {I), 
(2) Modify the actions of transitions T12 and T22 by adding: 
pred 4— 0. 
(3) Modify the action of transition T21 by adding: 
send ROUTE(SINK,n^y^^,[SINK]) to all p 6 pred. 
3.1.3 Properties 
In the next-node routing algorithm of [23], after the completion of phase 
(2), the set 
I Pi is preferred neighbor of node /} 
forms a destination tree rooted at SINK. In our source routing algorithm 1, 
according to (Ml 3 and (M2), when phase (2) is completed, the set 
{Cfc.O I k belongs to pred^-} 
forms a transformation tree which is isomorphic to the destination tree formed 
by {(i.Pj.)}. The only difiFerence in the two trees is that the direction of all the 
arcs are reversed in one tree relative to the other. For example, Fig. 3.5a and 
3.5b are two such Isomorphic trees for destination node E. The directed arcs of 
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(a) Destination Tree (b) Transformation Tree 
Figure 3.5. Examples of Isomorphic Trees 
Fig. 3.5a denote the preferred neighbors while those of Fig. 3.5b denote the 
predecessors. 
If during phase (3), no new update cycle is started from SINK, then 
according to (M6) and (M3), every node will receive a ROUTE message from its 
preferred neighbor and store the path information in its local variable path. 
After the completion of phase (3), every node in the network has a complete 
path to SINK stored in its local variable path. In Algorithm 1, each protocol 
associated with each destination works independently, as in Version O. 
Therefore, each protocol will construct a path corresponding to its destination 
for each node in the network. So when all protocols at a node complete their 
phase (3), a complete source routing table will be constructed at each node 
within the network. 
However, if a new update cycle is received at node i during the processing 
of phase (3) (in state S4), then, according to (M4), node i will give up the 
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previous update cycle and enter state S2 or S3 depending on the value of the 
argument d in the receiving MSG message. In either case, node i will enter 
phase (1) of the new update cycle after reinitializing its variable pred. 
By construction. Algorithm 1 preserves all the interesting properties of 
Version 0 of [23]. These properties include loop freedom, failsafe and 
optimality. 
At any time, the directed graph formed by in version O is loop-
free, as is the directed graph formed by {(^,0 I k belongs to pred^.}. Hence, 
Algorithm 1 holds the property of loop freedom. 
Algorithm 1 is failsafe like Version 0 because it can handle all topological 
changes and reestablish new paths if necessary. 
Finally, it should be noted that the property of optimality is proved for 
Version 0 by using the directed graph formed by Since there is an 
isomorphic graph corresponding to this graph. Algorithm 1 also possesses this 
property. 
3.2 Source Routing Algorithm 2 
In [12], Jaffe and Moss presented a next-node routing algorithm which 
combines the good features of algorithms in [38] and in [23]. In the algorithm 
in [38], a node may select a new preferred neighbor when there is a possibility 
of a shorter path caused by a link cost change. This updating may cause loops 
in route tables. The algorithm in [23] rectifies loop formation problems by 
imposing constraints on the ordering of the selection of the preferred neighbor 
among the nodes. This update ordering, which is implied by the position of 
the nodes in the destination tree, always preserves the tree structure. 
Jafife and Moss proved that the cause of loop formation in the routing 
algorithm in [38] is some link cost increase. Therefore, the update ordering is 
only required for link cost increase or link failures. The routing algorithm 
consists of two parts called the lUP (Independent Update Procedure) and the 
CUP (Coordinated Update Procedure). The lUP is the same as the algorithm in 
[38] and is performed for decreasing link costs. The CUP is similar to the 
algorithm in [23] and is executed for increasing link costs. The resulting 
algorithm avoids forming loops and recovers quickly from failure. 
Before giving Algorithm 2, some basic ideas of the next-node routing 
protocol in [12] are described. The JafiFe-Moss routing protocol running at a 
node has two states - Normal and Freeze, which correspond roughly to states 
SI and S2 for the protocol in [23]. To distinguish between a link cost decrease 
and an increase, a single bit is carried in an update message MSG to indicate 
whether this message is originated from a link cost increase (bit = 1) or decrease 
(bit = 0). When a node i in Normal state receives an MSG message carrying bit 
0 from its preferred neighbor, node i may update the route table information 
including the selection of the new preferred neighbor and still remain in Normal 
state. On the other hand, when a node i receives an MSG message carrying bit 
1 from its preferred neighbor, node i enters Freeze state and acts like the 
protocol in [23]. 
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Notice that the update cycle in the Merlin-Segall Version O is always 
initiated from the destination SINK; however, in the Jaffe-Moss algorithm, the 
update cycle can be initiated f rom any node in the destination tree that detects 
a preferred neighboring link cost increasing. In this situation, only those nodes 
in the partial tree rooted at node i participate in the processing of the update 
cycle while the other nodes remain steady. A one-bit indicator in each node 
that participates in the processing of the same update cycle is used to 
manipulate the completion of the cycle. The indicator bit 1 in the node 
denotes the initiator of the update cycle, so the update cycle is completed when 
this node receives acknowledgement from all neighbors. On the other hand, 
the indicator bit 0 denotes that the update cycle is initiated from a downtree 
node, so this node must send an acknowledgement to its preferred neighbor 
when the node receives acknowledgement f rom all other neighbors. 
Since the CUP is similar to the algorithm in [23], the modifications 
discussed for source routing algorithm 1 are relevant in getting source routing 
algorithm 2. In modifying CUP, a new state called Ready, which corresponds 
to state S4 in the source routing algorithm 1, must be introduced. The 
modifications (M1)-(M6) are used for link cost increases. Since these 
modifications are essentially the same as in Sec. 3.1.1, no more discussions are 
given here. We describe only the modification to lUP to obtain source routing 
algorithm 2. 
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3.2.1 Informal Description 
The basic idea in developing algorithm 2 is the same as that used in the 
modification of the Merlin-Segall Version O protocol. In algorithm 2, a state 
called ready plays the role of state S4 in algorithm 1. The finite state machine 
executed by a node is shown in Fig. 3.6. The actions (M1)-(M6) discussed in 
Sec. 3.1.1 are used in obtaining algorithm 2 for increasing link costs which are 
handled by CUP. 
The only problem in applying the mechanism is when a node i in Normal 
state selects a new preferred neighbor for a link cost decrease. Assume that 
node i has node j as its preferred neighbor before executing lUP. Since node i is 
executing lUP, node j must be in Normal state and still keep node i as its 
predecessor. If after executing lUP, node i selects a new preferred neighbor 
node k (which provides a better path due to a link cost decrease), node i must 
notify node j about the switch, request new path information from node k, and 
propagate it to every predecessor. 
Normal 
Ready Freeze 
Figure 3.6. Finite State Machine of Algorithm 2 
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Therefore, it is necessary to modify the lUP mechanism as described in 
[12]. The modification involves introduction of four new messages, which are 
PRED, IMP, SWITCH and ROUTE, and the new state Ready. The 
modifications to lUP for link cost decreases (in Normal state) are as follows: 
(M7) When node i in normal state performs lUP and selects a new preferred 
neighbor, node i performs the following steps: 
a. sends a PRED(DES) message to its new preferred neighbor, 
b. sends a SWITCH(DES) message to the old preferred neighbor, 
c. sends an IMP(DES) message to every predecessor, 
d. enters ready state. 
(M8) When node i in normal state receives a PRED(DES) message from 
neighbor y, node i adds j to its local set variable pred, and sends back 
a ROUTE(DES./xzf A) message (carrying the path information to 
destination DES which is stored in Its local variable path) to j. 
(M9) When node i receives a SWITCH(DES) message from neighbor j, node 
i deletes j f rom the local variable pred. 
(MIO) When node i in normal state receives an IMP(DES) message from its 
preferred neighbor, node i propagates an IMP(DES) message to every 
predeœssor, and enters ready state. 
For example, assume that a node D in the source tree of Fig. 3.5b performs 
lUP in normal state and finds that node C provides a better path to node E. At 
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this moment, node D will send messages PRED to node C, SWITCH to node E, 
and IMP to nodes A and B. These message exchanges are shown in Fig. 3.7. 
The PRED message, sent to the new preferred neighbor C in Fig. 3.7, 
requests the sending of path information from its receiver. The SWITCH 
message, sent to the old preferred neighbor E, requests the deletion of the node 
identification from the local variable pred. The IMP message, sent to all uptree 
nodes A and B, will cause all uptree nodes to enter state ready and await the 
arrival of a new improved path information. On receiving a SWITCH message, 
the old preferred neighbor updates its local variable pred. On receiving a PRED 
message, the new preferred neighbor sends back to the sender a ROUTE message 
carrying with it path information which is stored in the local variable path. 
IMP IMP 
-PRED 
SWITCH 
Figure 3.7. Modified lUP for Algorithm 2 
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After node i receives and stores the path information (concatenated with its 
node identification), node i sends the path information which is stored in its 
local variable pred to every predecessor. 
3.2.2 Formal Specification 
The formal description of Algorithm 2 consists of a detailed specification 
of the transitions of a finite-state machine with three states - Normal 
(modified), Freeze (modified) and Ready (new). The transitions in the FSM 
are triggered by events such as receiving messages and changing link cost. 
The messages and variables for algorithm 2 are consist of those described 
in [12] and some new messages and variables in Table 3.3. 
Now we will present modifications and extensions to the Jaflfe-Moss next-
node routing algorithm given in the appendix of [12]. The steps of algorithm 
for the Normal State, Freeze State, and newly-added Ready State are given 
below. 
Algorithm for Norrrval State 
The algorithm in [12] for the Normal State needs several modifications and 
extensions to be suitable for algorithm 2. These modifications include: 
(1) modify step <lb> according to (M7), 
(2) initialize variable pred in steps <4c> and <5c> according to (M4), 
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Table 3.3. New Variables and Messages for Algorithm 2 
(a) New Variables for the Algorithm of Node A 
Variable Name Meaning 
pred(DES) set of predecessors 
path(DES) optimal path to DES 
(b) New Messages Received by the Algorithm of Node A 
Message Format Meaning 
PRED(DES) sent from B when B^ selected A as 
its preferred neighbor 
ROUTE(DES,list) sent f rom B where list contains the 
optimal path from B^ to DES 
IMP(DES) cause a node in Normal state entering 
Ready state 
SWITCH(DES) notify a node to update its local 
variable pred 
(3) add the new step <9> according to (M9), the new step <10> according to 
(M5,M6,M8) and the new step <11 > according to (MIO). 
Step <5>of the algorithm in [12] handles a link failure. On other words, 
the algorithm, which is running at a node A, sets the next node pointer 
NN(A,DES) to empty if the failed link is pointing to the next node B. In this 
case, node A is no longer a predecessor of node B. Therefore, the algorithm 
running at node B must remove the id of node A, which was connected to the 
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failed link, from its local set variable pred. So we add the new step <8> to 
take care of this case. 
The specific changes in this part of the algorithm are as follows: 
(1) Replace step <lb> of lUP with the following statements: 
l)b) Reevaluate C^CA.DES) and NN(AX>ES). 
If the lowest cost to DES has changed, 
then update C*M,DES) and send MSG(DES,C*('A,DES),0) to 
all neighbors. 
If the preferred neighbor to DES has changed, then 
(i) send SWITCH(DES) to A^M^.DES), 
(ii) update NN(A,D'ES),  
(iii) send PRED(DES) to A^MA.DES), 
(iv) send IMP(DES3 to all Bj 6 pred(/l,DES), 
(v) go to ready state. 
(2) Insert the following statement after step <4c>: 
4)c') set pred(A,DES) = 0 
(3) Insert the following statement after step <5c>: 
5)c') set pred(A,DES) = 0 
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(4) Add the following steps: 
8) If (A,Bp fails and G pred(A,DES) 
a) set pred(i4,DES) = pred(A,DES) - {B^ 
9) If A receives SWITCH(DES) from B-
a) set pred(A,DES) = pred(/i,DES) - {5^.} 
10) If A receives PRED(DES) from B. 
a) set pred(i4,DES) = pred(v4,DES) U {B^ 
b) send ROUTE(DES,path(/l,DES)) to B.. 
11) If v4 receives IMP(DES) from B^ 
a) send IMP(DES) to all € pred(^,DES) 
b) go to ready state. 
Algorithm for Freeze State 
The algorithm in [12] for the Freeze State also needs several modifications 
and extensions to be suitable for Algorithm 2. 
These modifications include: 
(1) modify step <7lc> according to (Ml), 
(2) modify step <7iib> according to (M7) (since the MSG message is 
originated from the node itself, its old preferred neighbor is still in 
Normal Stcae), 
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(3) add the new step <11 > according to (M9) and the new step <12> 
according to (M2). 
The specific changes in this part of the algorithm are as follows: 
(1) Replace "go to normal state" in step <7ic> with the following statement: 
send PRED(DES) to A^MA.DES) and go to ready state. 
(2) Replace "go to normal state" in step <7iib> with the following statements: 
If the preferred neighbor to DES has changed, then 
(i) send SWITCH(DES) to yvM/i,DES), 
(ii) update NN(A,DES), 
(iii) send PRED(DES) to yVMA.DES), 
(iv) send IMP(DES) to all Bj € pred(A.DES), 
Cv) go to ready state. 
else 
(i) send ROUTE(DES.path(A,DES)) to all € pred(A,DES), 
(ii) go to normal state. 
(3) Add the following steps: 
11) If >1 receives SWITCH(DES) from B^ 
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a) set pred(A,DES) = pred(A,DES) -
12) If A receives PRED(DES) from 
a) set pred(A,DES) = pred(A,DES) U B.. 
Algorithm for Ready State 
The Ready State is a new state added to Algorithm 2. Some steps of the 
algorithm for this state are similar to the steps executed in the two other 
states. 
Steps <1 > through <8> of the Normal State should be included according 
to (M4): the new step <9> is added according to (M9), the new step <10>is 
added according to (M2) and the new step <11 > is added according to (M3). 
The steps of the algorithm for this state are: 
1 ) through 8) same as in normal state. 
9) If A receives SWITCH(DES) from B. 
a) set predCA.DES) = pred(A,DES) -
10) If A receives PRED(DES) from B-
a) set pred(A,DES) = pred(A,DES) U B^. 
11) If A receives ROUTE(DES,llst) from B-
a) if NN(A,DES) = B., then 
(i) set path(A,DES) = A @ list, 
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(ii) sendROUTECDES.pathU.DES)) toall5^. e predU.DES), 
(iil) go to normal state. 
3.2.3 Properties 
Since the modifications for CUP are the same as those described for 
algorithm 1 (the usefulness of (M1)-(M6) has been discussed in Sec. 3.1.1), we 
only need to focus on the modification for the lUP. 
If a node i performs the lUP and selects a new preferred neighbor, it means 
that this is caused by decreasing link cost. It has been proved in [12] that a 
link cost decrease does not form any loop if the lUP is used. The tree structure 
is still preserved in this situation. Therefore, node i will perform (M7), while 
the new preferred neighbor of node i will perform (M8), the old preferred 
neighbor of node i will perform (M9), and all uptree nodes will perform 
(MIO). Every node in the partial tree rooted at node i is in the Ready state 
and is awaiting a ROUTE message from its preferred neighbor carrying with it 
improved path information. The ROUTE message will propagate from node I's 
new preferred neighbor when it receives PRED and performs (M8). Later on, 
all uptree nodes will receive ROUTE messages and perform (M3). In due time, 
every node receives the improved path information and stores it in its local 
variable path. 
The Ja£Fe-Moss next-node routing algorithm [12] was developed by 
focusing attention on the issue of obtaining loop-f ree paths in the circumstance 
of changing link weights ( ooif failure). By construction. Source Routing 
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Algorithm 2 preserves all the properties of the algorithm in [12] which are 
failsafe, loop-free, and have rapid recovery from failures. 
3.3 Source Routing Algorithm 3 
In this section, an eflficient source routing algorithm (called Algorithm 3) 
which is based on the improved version of the JafFe and Moss algorithm is 
presented. This improved version is mentioned in section V of [12]. Before 
giving a formal specification of Algorithm 3, we briefly explain the main ideas 
of the improvement. 
The basic idea for improving the Jaffe and Moss algorithm is that any node 
in the Freeze state remains frozen until all nodes afiFected by a failure have 
learned of the failure. This will prevent the situation in which a node that is 
unfrozen early in response to a failure reattaches to a portion of the shortest 
path tree that is actually uptree of the failure. To accomplish the task, a new 
state called Wait is introduced. Instead of " unf reezing" when an uptree node 
receives acknowledgements from all its neighbors, this node enters the Wait 
state without selecting a new preferred neighbor. When the node that initiated 
the update cycle enters the Wait state, all uptree nodes must have learned of 
the failure. At this moment, the node that initiated the update cycle sends an 
"unfreeze" message to all uptree nodes, unfreezing those nodes currently in the 
Wait state when they receive the message. After receiving the " unfreeze" 
message, a node selects a preferred neighbor according to the current 
information and enters the Normal state. This mechanism does not permit a 
node to search for a new preferred neighbor until all outdated information is 
purged from the network. 
The improved version also generalizes naturally to multiple failures 
and/or cost increases. A node is unfrozen only when it has received " ixnfreeze" 
messages for all "freeze" messages that were initiated downtree of it, and has 
received acknowledgements for all freeze messages initiated by it. 
Let GO denote the "unfreeze" message. We introduce a variable 
W(A,DES) for each destination DES at node A. The value of W(A,DES) 
represents the number of "freeze" messages received at node A which were sent 
by its preferred neighbor. In other words, node A must await the arrival of 
W(A,DES) number of GO messages coming from downtree nodes before it can 
leave the Wait state. Initially, WCA,DES) is set to 0. 
When node A receives a freeze message from its preferred neighbor 
(Condition 4 of the Normal state and Condition 5 of the Freeze state), it 
increments the value of W(A,DES) by 1 in addition to performing the normal 
procedure of the JafiFe and Moss algorithm. Upon receiving all 
acknowledgements from all uptree nodes, node A enters the Wait state without 
selecting a new preferred neighbor in the improved version, instead of making a 
transition from the Freeze to Normal state, as in the basic JafiFe and Moss 
algorithm. 
The node A in Wait state is awaiting arrival of one or more GO messages 
from its preferred neighbor. When node A receives a GO message from its 
preferred neighbor, it decrements the value of W(A,DES) by 1, propagates a GO 
message to all neighbors, and checks the value of W(A,DES) to see whether this 
can be unfrozen or not. If the value of W(A,DES) is 0, node A can select a new 
preferred neighbor and return to the Normal state, because node A has received 
unfreeze messages for all freeze messages that were initiated by the nodes 
downtree from it. 
Since another link cost change (increase or decrease) might occur while 
node A is in the Wait state, the improved version must have some steps in the 
Wait state similar to those in the Normal state to account for such a change. 
So the improved version must include almost all the steps of the transition 
from Normal state to Wait state. 
3.3.1 Informal Description 
Since both source routing Algorithm 2 in Sec. 3.2 and improved version of 
the Jaffe-Moss algorithm mentioned above are extensions of the basic Jaffa and 
Moss algorithm in [12], they can be combined to form a new source routing 
algorithm, called Source Routing Algorithm 3. 
There are four states {Normal, Freeze, Wait and Ready) and ten transitions 
In the FSM of this algorithm shown in Fig. 3.8. Whenever a node receives a 
message with an increased cost, the node enters the Freeze state from any 
state. The transitions executed in this case are Tl, T2 T3 and T4 depending on 
the state before receiving a freeze message. After receiving all 
acknowledgements from all its neighbors, a node leaves the Freeze state and 
enters either one of the three other states depending on the following 
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T9 
Normal Ready 
TIO 
T6 T7 T4 
T3 
Freeze Wait 
T5 
T2 
Figure 3.8. Finite State Machine of Source Routing Algorithm 3 
condition. If the node expects at least one GO message from its preferred 
neighbor, transition T5 is executed, and the node enters the Wait state. If the 
value of W(A,DES) is 0 and the node expects a ROUTE message from its 
preferred neighbor, transition T6 is executed and the node enters the Ready 
state. If the node is an originator which is the lowest one on the branch 
containing this node, transition T7 is executed and the node enters the Normal 
state. When a node in the Wait state receives all GO messages from its 
preferred neighbor, transition T8 is executed and the node enters the Ready 
state. When a node in the Ready state receives a ROUTE message from its 
preferred neighbor, transition T9 is executed and the node enters the Normal 
state. When a node in the Normal state receives an IMP message from its 
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preferred neighbor, transition TIO is executed and the node enters the Ready 
state. These transitions with corresponding predicate conditions are 
summarized below. 
T1 to T4 
T5 
T6 
T7 
T8 
T9 
TIO 
receive an MSG message with an increased cost 
no outstanding ACK and W(A,DES)?0 
no outstanding ACK, WCA,DES) = 0 and awaiting a ROUTE message 
no outstanding ACK, WCA,DES)=0 and initiating a ROUTE message 
receive a GO message and W(A,DES)=0 
receive a ROUTE message 
receive an IMP message and awaiting a ROUTE message 
3.3.2 Formal Specification 
The formal specification of Algorithm 3 combines FSMs for Source Routing 
Algorithm 2 and the improved version of the Jaffe-Moss next-node routing 
algorithm. 
The specification of Algorithm 3 consists of a detailed description of a 
finite state machine with four states - Normal, Freeze, Wait and Ready. The 
transitions in the FSM are triggered by events such as reception of messages, 
changes in link cost, and detection of link failure. 
The messages and variables are given in Table 3.3 of Sec. 3.2.2 and in the 
appendix of [12], as well as those introduced in the improved version of the 
Jaffe-Moss algorithm which are shown in Table 3.4. 
The steps of the algorithm for the Normal, Freeze, Wait, and Ready states 
are given below. 
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Table 3.4. New Variable and Message for Algorithm 3 
(a) New Variable for the Algorithm at Node A 
Variable Name Meaning 
W(DES) number of freeze messages have been 
received from the preferred neighbor 
(b) New Message Received by the Algorithm at Node A 
Message Format Meaning 
GO(DES) unfreeze message used to unfreeze all uptree nodes 
when they are currently in the V^ait state 
Algorithm for the Normal State 
The algorithm consists of steps for the Normal State in Source Routing 
Algorithm 2 with a modification concerning the receiving of a MSG message 
with an increased cost. Namely, we insert the following statement between 
the steps <4c' > and <4d>: 
c") set WCA.DES) = W(A,DES) + 1 
Algorithm for the Freeze State 
The algorithm consists of steps for the Freeze state in the basic JafFe-Moss 
algorithm in [12] with some modifications and extensions. These modifications 
and extensions are related to the transition T7 discussed in Sec. 3.3.1. 
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The specific changes in this part are as follows: 
(1) Replace step <7ic> by the following statement: 
c) if IV/A.DES)I = 0. then 
go to Wait state 
(2) Replace step <7iib> by the following statements: 
b) if IV^.U,DES)I = 0 for V 7, then 
send Go to all neighbors; 
if M A,DES) = 0, then 
update A^MA.DES) and C*(/4,DES); 
send MSG(DES,C*('/1,DES),0) to all neighbors; 
if the preferred neighbor to DES has changed, 
then 
send PRED(DES) to A^MA.DES); 
go to Ready state 
else 
send ROUTE(DES,path(/l ,DES) to all 
Bj 6 predCA.DES); 
go to Normal state 
else 
go to Wait state. 
(3) Add the following steps: 
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11 ) If A receives SWITCH(DES) from neighbor 5^. 
a) set pred(A,DES) = pred(/i,DES) -
12) If A receives PRED(DES) from neighbor 
a) set pred(v4,DES) = pred(i4,DES) U B-. 
13) If A receives GO from neighbor B- and NN(A,DES) = B. 
a) set IV)A,DES) = W(A,DES) - 1 
b) send GO to all neighbors. 
Algorithm for the Wait State 
The algorithm includes steps for the Wait state in the improved version of 
the Jaffe-Moss algorithm with slight modifications. These modifications are 
related to the transition T8 discussed in Sec. 3.3.1. Namely, the transition in 
the improved version of the Jaffe-Moss algorithm is from the Wait state to 
Normal state; however, transition T8 in Algorithm 3 is from the Wait to Ready 
state. 
The steps for the algorithm are: 
1) If receives MSG(DES,C,0) from neighbor B^ 
a) do step 1) of Freeze state. 
2) through 7) same as in Normal state. 
8) If A receives GO from neighbor B-^ and /VMA.DES) = 5^-
a) set WM.DES) = W(A,DES) - 1 
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b) send GO to all neighbors 
c) if WfA.DES) = 0 then 
update A^M^.DES) and C*(^,DES); 
send MSG(DES,C*(A,DES ),0 ) to all neighbors; 
send PRED(DES) to A^M/4,DES); 
go to Ready state. 
9) If A receives SWITCH(DES) from neighbor 
a) set pred(A,DES) = pred(j4,DES) - {5^}. 
10) If A receives PRED(DES) from neighbor 
a) set pred(/l,DES) = pred(>l,DES) U B^. 
Algorithm for the Ready State 
The algorithm is the same as that for the Ready state in Source Routing 
Algorithm 2. 
3.4 Source Routing Algorithm 4 
This section presents a source routing algorithm with bounded update 
cycle numbers. As mentioned in Sec. 2.3, Segall's Version C is one such 
algorithm. Recently, Soloway and Humblet [35] discovered a subtle problem 
with a paper [5] which formed the basis for Version C. The approach used in 
Version C does not work and a correct solution to the unboundedness problem 
of counter number in Version A is obtained using the numbering and 
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minimum hop shortest path algorithms in [35]. 
In [35], every node In a network is running a numbering algorithm which 
is slightly different from algorithm Version A. When there is no activity in 
the network related to the numbering algorithm ( i.e., no control message 
belonging to the current update cycle is in transit) each node i can reset the 
value of R- to an arbitrary value. The major problem is how a node can 
recognize that it is inactive by itself in a distributed communication network. 
The minimum hop shortest path algorithm is used to recognize the inactivity of 
a node. 
Next, we discuss a source routing algorithm (Algorithm 4) with bounded 
counter number R-. This algorithm is obtained by applying the same idea as in 
source routing Algorithm 1 to a next-node routing algorithm B-A' which 
implements boundedness of R-and Is comparable to Segall's Version C. The 
algorithm B-A' Is obtained by applying the numbering and minimum hop 
shortest path algorithms to Segall's Version A. This algorithm is discussed in 
the next section. 
3.4.1 Next-Node Routing Algorithm B-A' 
In this section, we discuss a distributed next-node routing algorithm, 
called Algorithm B-A'. This algorithm is obtained from modification on 
Segall's Version A protocol. The Version A protocol contains an unbounded 
variable R^ which is bounded in Algorithm B-A'. Before giving Algorithm B-
A', we briefly describe the numbering algorithm and the minimum hop shortest 
path algorithm (hereafter referred to as N and MHSP respectively) of [35]. 
These algorithms are given in Table 3.5. The numbering algorithm consists of 
three event handlers - <N.A>, <N.B> and <N.C>. Note that in this 
algorithm denotes a collection of all neighbors I of node i for which the links 
are up. In the discussion below, we use "Z" for a neighbor I of node i as well as 
for a link to node I interchangeably. The function of numbering algorithm is 
the same as that of Version A which is to synchronize the nodes in a network 
on the same value of update cycle number. However, the synchronizing 
mechanism of numbering algorithm is slightly different from that of Version 
A. The Version A algorithm uses the variable N/(O to Indicate whether link I 
is marked (=1) or not (=0). In Version A, node i unmarks «—0) all 
adjacent links when it receives acknowledgements for the current update cycle 
from all links (transition T21), or when it initiates a new update cycle 
(transition T12 or T22). However, in the numbering algorithm, node i 
unmarks all the adjacent links only when it initiates a new update cycle. This 
is one of the main differences between the numbering algorithm and Version 
A. In the numbering algorithm, a node can determine if it is "inactive" with 
the help of MHSP algorithm and reset the value of its to 0. 
The MHSP algorithm [35] consists of three event handlers - <MHSP.A>, 
<MHSP.B>and <MHSP.C>. The function of this algorithm is to help the 
numbering algorithm to determine if a node is in an inactive state. There are 
several variables maintained in the MHSP algorithm running at a node i. The 
variable DIS^ is an array with size N where N is the number of nodes in the 
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Table 3.5. Numbering and Minimum Hop Shortest Path Algorithms [35] 
Numbering Algorithm at Node i 
Note: denotes collection of all neighbors I at node i for which the links are up. 
N.A) Whenever a link status is changed 
R.*-R. + l  
Send MSG(/?J on all I 6 G. 
Unmark all ( € G^ 
N.B) When node i receives MSG(m) on link L 
If m or link L is marked, then 
R.*-m 
Send MSG(i?J on all I € G. 
Unmark all i ^ G- except hnk L 
else if m = R-, then mark link L 
N.C) Whenever node i becomes inactive, it can arbitrarily change the value of 
Minimum Hop Shortest Path Algorithm at Node i 
MHSP.A) Initially (whenever a new update cycle with a higher R- initiates): 
DISXO = 0: 
DlS.(y) = 00. for all j 
COUNT.(Z) = 0, for all I € G,: 
HOP. = b; 
RADIUS. = 0: 
If G^=0 then State^ = stopped 
else State^ = working . 
MHSP.B) When all Up I € G. become marked: 
Send {i} to all I € G^. 
MHSP.C) Receive set S on link I while State- = working: 
COUNT XZ) = COUNT.(0 +1: 
DlS.(y) = min(DIS.(;) . COUNT.(Z)). for all j € S: 
If Vr 6 G., holds COUNT.a') >HOP.. then 
HOP; = HOP. + 1: 
Send T = {}\ DIS//) = HOP.) to all Z' 6 G.; 
If RADIUS. = 0 and T = 0, then 
RADIUS. = HOP. -1; 
If RADIUS. ^0 and TOP. >(3 * RADIUS.), then 
Send {rte alH' € G.:' 
Send {} to all Z' € G^: 
(i.e. two empty sets) 
Reset counter number 
State; = stopped. 
network. DIS^.(/) contains the minimum distance (in hops) from node i to 
node j. During the execution of the algorithm, each node exchanges control 
messages which contain identities of connected nodes with its neighbors. The 
identity of node j is included in the /:-th message f rom node i to its neighbors 
if node/ is at distance k-\ from node i, and not closer. The variable COUNT^ 
is another array with size L where L is the number of links connected to node 
i. COUNTj.(/t) serves to remember how many control messages have been 
received on link k at node i. When node i has received at least k messages 
from every neighbor, it sets a counter variable HOP^ to k, finds the set T of all 
nodes at distance k, and informs its neighbors by sending T. 
Eventually, the set T must become empty for a finite network. At this 
moment, all nodes in a connected network partition have been discovered, and 
the radius of such a network partition (as seen by node i) is HOP^-l. The node 
i sets the variable RADIUS^ to HOF^-1 and keeps running the algorithm until 
the value of HOP^ is greater than three times the value of RADIUS^. When 
this happens, node i must be in Inactive state. The proof of this is given in 
[35]. 
We next describe how to combine the MHSP algorithm and Version A such 
that variable 7?^ at node i can be reset to 0 when node i becomes inactive. The 
first step <MHSP.A> is performed when node i initiates a new update cycle 
with a higher counter number for itself. Since transitions T12 and T22 are 
used by a node to initiate a new update cycle for itself, the action part of these 
two transitions must include step <MHSP.A>. The second step <MHSP.B> is 
performed when node i detects the completion of every current update cycle for 
every destination in the network. The transition T2I in each FSM/ performs 
this task. However, node i only recognizes the completion of the current 
update cycle - it is still in an active situation because there might be some 
control messages belonging to the current update cycle for other destinations 
traversing the network. Therefore, node i, instead of entering state SI, remains 
in state S2 and keeps running the MHSP algorithm. Note that the yjorking and 
stopped states in the MHSP algorithm correspond to states S2 and SI in the 
Version A protocol respectively. The third step <MHSP.C> is performed 
when node i receives control messages carrying the node identity set T while in 
state S2 and is terminated after node i becomes inactive. The message handler 
for receiving set T is performed while node i is in state S2 until the condition 
of inactivity is satisfied. At this moment, node i enters state SI. 
Since the counter number will be set to 0 from time to time, the value 
of does not increase monotonically. Therefore, the method of recognizing 
the arrival of a new update cycle in Version A must be modified. When node i 
receives a message MSG^(Z,m,d) over link I while N/(Z) = 1 (a marked link in 
the numbering algorithm), the message must belong to a new update cycle 
initiated from node j. 
The fact that variable R^ is reset to 0 from time to time does not imply 
that it is bounded. However, this is easy to ensure by not allowing a link to 
come up when the value of R-^ has reached the limit. This has been pointed out 
by Finn in [5]. The value of R-^ can only increase above the limit due to link 
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failures. 
These modifications result in the variable at node i being reset to 0 
whenever node i becomes inactive. This ensures that the value of R- cannot 
increase indefinitely, thus the boundedness of variable R- can be guaranteed. 
The formal specification of next-node routing algorithm B-A' with 
bounded counter numbers consists of a detailed specification of transitions of an 
FSM. The FSM transitions are triggered by the arrival of messages frem the 
FSMs of neighboring nodes. Only the modification of TABLE I in [32] is given 
in the following. 
The variables of algorithm B-A' consist of those described in TABLE I and 
four new variables given in Table 3.6. Since the domain of R- is bounded, the 
domain of n/ is bounded as well. The variable DIS / denotes the number of 
hops (in the MHSP algorithm) from node i to node j. This number is 
measured by hops rather than by the link cost. The variable COUNT^.(/) 
denotes the number of INFORM messages (to be explained later) that have been 
received at node i over link /. The variable HOP^ contains the minimum value 
of COUNTy(Z) among neighboring links, whereas variable RADIUS^- is used to 
remember the radius of the network as seen from node i. The messages consist 
of those described in TABLE I, and a new message INFORM in Table 3.6. The 
INFORM message carries a set of node identities which are at some finite 
distance (in hops) away from the sender. The node identities carried in set S 
in the /r-th INFORM(/,S) message that arrives at node i f rom neighbor I are at 
the k-l distance from node I; therefore, they are at the k distance from node i. 
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Table 3.6. New Variables and Messages for Algorithm B-A' 
(a) New Variables of the Algorithm of Node i 
Variable Name Meaning Domain of Values 
DIS/' distance (in hops) from node i to node j 0,1 3*NN 
COUNT.C/) number of message received over link I 0,1 3*NN 
HOP. minimum value of COUNT 
among all neighbors 
0,1 3*NN 
RADIUS. radius of connected network partition 0,1,...,NN 
(b) New Message Received by the Algorithm of Node i 
Message Format Meaning Domain of Values 
INFORM(/,T) T contains the identities of nodes 
that are connected to the sender 
/=1.2 NN 
T=list of node IDs 
The specification consists of steps <1 > through <10> in TABLE I with 
some suitable modifications and a new message handler for the message 
INFORM. These modifications are as follows: 
(1) The modification related to step <MHSP.A > involves replacing step <2d> 
with the following: 
2)d) s/' f-S2; send MSG'(/?.,0) to all I' € G.; 
DIS/VO; 
V j Dis/ *-oo ; 
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Vf € G., COUNT.(D t-0; 
HOP. <-0; 
RADIUS. *-0. 
Since step <2d> is executed whenever a new update cycle with a higher R. 
is initiated at node i, the initialization of the MHS? algorithm must be 
included in this step. 
(2) The modifications related to step <MHSP.B> include (i) deleting step 
<4c>, and (ii) adding the following event handler: 
4.1 ) If N/(Z) = 1 and n/U) = 1, V/.VZ € G-, then 
send INFORM^i)) to all I € G.. 
The condition for sending INFORM messages in Algorithm B-A' is stronger 
than that in the MHS? algorithm. The Algorithm B-A' does not send the 
first INFORM message until all N/(Z) = 1 for all destinations rather than 
for only a particular destination j. At this moment, node i has completed 
its phase 2 for all destinations and is ready to enter state SI. 
(3) The modification related to step <MHSP.C> is adding the following 
message handler: 
4.2) For INFORM(/,S), s/ = S2 
a) COUNT.(/) COUNT.U) + 1; 
b) V ; e S, dis/ <-min(DIs/. COUNT.CO) ; 
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c) if V z' ^ G^., holds COUNT.(/' ) > HOP., then 
HOP. f-HOP. + 1; 
send INFORMCT) to all /' ( where 
T = { j \  dis/ = Hop.}; 
if RADIUS^. = 0 and T = 0, then 
RADIUS. 4-HOP. -1: 
if RADIUS. 9±0 and HOP^. >(3 * RADIUS^, then 
send INFORMd}) to all I' 6 G-; 
send INFORMd}) to all V € G.; 
Ri 4-0; 
s/ <-Sl. 
Note that the working and stopped states in the MHSP algorithm 
correspond to states S2 and SI in the algorithm B-A' respectively. 
(4) The modification related to the constraint for bringing a link up is replacing 
step <2b> with the following statement: 
if WAKE and R .  <LIMIT, then F f l )  <-UP; R -  * - R . + I ;  
else waif until R- < LIMIT. 
Note that LIMIT is a predefined value to bound the value of variable R^. 
This modification guarantees the boundedness of the variable R-. The real 
upper bound on the value of R- will be LIMIT plus the number of links in 
the network. 
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(5) The modifications related to step <N.B> include (i) replacing the condition 
i m > R^) in step <3c> with the condition 
m > R. or = 1 
and (ii) deleting the following statement from the action part of step 
<7a>: 
V € G., set N / ( k )  * - 0  
Since the numbering algorithm un marks all links only when the node 
initiates a new update cycle, the setting of the variable N/(/) to 0 must be 
removed from the action part of transition T21. If N/(Z) = 1 when node i 
receives a message MSG^(^m,d) over link I (which is marked), the message 
must belong to a new update cycle initiated from node;; as a result, node i 
must set its to m and start a new update cycle for itself. 
3.4.2 Informal Description 
There are some significant differences between Version O and A algorithms 
in [22,32]. Version O protocols running at a node i work independently from 
destination to destination and maintain their own variables associated with 
each destination. The variables and messages received at node i must explicitly 
specify the destination to which they correspond. There is no relationship 
among the update cycle numbers initiated from different destinations. These 
update cycle numbers at node i are stored in the variables {mx/} for 
destination j. 
The main idea of Version A is to combine all Version 0 protocols to be a 
single protocol. The point is that node i, detecting a topological change as a 
destination by itself according to Version O, will start a new update cycle for 
itself. This new update cycle will reach all nodes j physically connected to 
node i. The arrival of the new update cycle at a node can cause it to start a 
new update cycle for itself. So the REQ messages used in Version O to inform 
a destination about a topological change are no longer necessary in Version A. 
Version A introduces a new variable for each node i to replace 
The quantity symbolizes max{mx/} over all j. The value of is 
incremented whenever node i detects a link failure, or an MSG^(Z,m4) message 
with m > R- is received f rom a neighboring node /. When R. is incremented at 
node i, it starts a new update cycle for itself. 
The variable R- in Version A can become arbitrarily large during the 
running of the algorithm. This unboundedness of R- is solved by using the 
MHSP algorithm [35] discussed in Sec. 3.4.1. The MHSP algorithm does not 
affect the building of source trees during phase (3) of Source Routing Algorithm 
1. So we can follow the construction of Source Routing Algorithm 4 from 
Algorithm B-A' similar to that for Source Routing Algorithm 1 from Version 
O. 
There are two significant diflFerences between Version O and A. First, 
state S2 in the FSM of Version O and transitions involving this state have been 
removed. Therefore, the FSM for Source Routing Algorithm 4 will have four 
states which are SI, S2, S3, and S4. Second, there is no separate FSM for the 
SINK node in Version A. The actions of the SINK node are encapsulated into 
message handlers. If node i receives an message with m>R., the 
node starts a new update cycle for itself. This is the same as transition T12 or 
T22 in the FSM for SINK. When node i receives all acknowledgements for 
destination i from each of its neighbors, it does not select a preferred neighbor; 
instead, node i enters state SI from state S2 and completes the update cycle for 
itself. This is the same as transition T21 in the FSM for SINK. In Version A, 
these actions are taken care of in message handlers for messages MSG/ and 
MSG' respectively. Therefore, these two message handlers should be modified 
so that they can take care of the transitions of the FSM for the SINK node 
similar to that in Algorithm 1. 
Since variables and messages in Version A must explicitly specify the 
destination to which they correspond, the new variables and messages 
introduced in Algorithm 1 must carry label of the destination. 
The Source Routing Algorithm 4 consists of three phases. Phase C1 ) and 
phase (2) are similar to those in Source Routing Algorithm 1 with some 
modifications, which include the modifications for the steps <N.A>and <N.B> 
of numbering algorithm and steps <MHSP.A> and <MHSP.B> of minimum 
hop shortest path algorithm in Table 3.5 in Sec. 3.4.1. Phase (3) of this 
algorithm combines that of Source Routing Algorithm I (except the explicit 
specification of the destination in messages) and the step <MHSP.C>of MHSP 
in Table 3.5. 
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3.4.3 Formal Specification 
The formal specification of Source Routing Algorithm 4 consists of a 
detailed specification of transitions for an FSM. The transitions are triggered 
by the arrival of messages from the FSMs of neighboring nodes. This 
algorithm is based on the next-node routing algorithm B-A' given in Sec. 
3.4.1. The modifications to Algorithm B-A' are described below. 
The variables and messages for Algorithm 4 consist of those for Algorithm 
B-A' (described in TABLE I of [32] and Table 3.6 in Sec. 3.4.1) and those in 
Table 3.7. Note that the variable path/ at node i always contains a path from 
node i to itself. 
Since the transition T12 for destination i itself (i.e.,yW) is processed in 
steps <2d> and <3c>, we add the initialization of local variables "pred" and 
"path" in these steps according to (M4) in Sec. 3.1.1. Also, the transition T21 
for destination i itself (i.e., is processed in step <4c>, we add the sending 
of a ROUTE message in this step according to (M6) in Sec. 3.1.1. The message 
handler for the message INFORM should be modified slightly because the 
condition for inactivity may be satisfied before node i receives all complete 
paths to all destinations in the network. If this occurs, node i postpones the 
setting of variable to 0, that is, node i enters the state S3 and awaits the 
arrival of complete paths to all destinations. In addition, two message 
handlers for messages PRED and ROUTE are added according to (M2) and (M3) 
in Sec. 3.1.1 respectively. 
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Table 3.7. New Variables and Messages for Algorithm 4 
(a) New Variables of the Algorithm of Node i 
Variable Name Meaning Domain of Values 
pred/ 
path/ 
set of predecessors for destination j 
optimal path to destination j 
set of node IDs 
list of node IDs 
(b) New Messages Received by the Algorithm of Node i 
Message Format Meaning Domain of Values 
PRED^a.m) 
ROUTE^C/.m.list) 
sent f rom node L when I selected 
node i as its preferred neighbor 
for destination j 
list contains the optimal path 
f rom node I to node j 
Z=l,2 NN 
m=0,l,...,N 
/=1,2,...,NN 
m=0,l,...,N 
list=list of node IDs 
The message handlers for Algorithm 4 consist of message handlers <1 > 
through <4.2> in Algorithm B-A' (where steps <2>, <3>, and <4>are 
suitably modified) and two new message handlers. 
The specific changes are as follows: 
(1) Add the following statements to step <2d>: 
pred / i- 0; 
V ^ i, path / 0 
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(2) Add the following statements to step <3c>: 
pred/ 4-0 
V / 9^ i, path / <- 0 
(3) Add the following statement to step <4c>: 
send ROUTE'(/?^.,path/) to all p € pred/ 
(4) Replace 
R' 4-0; s/ 4—SI 
in step <4.2> (in Sec. 3.4.1) with the following statements: 
if V j, holds path/ ^0, 
then R. <—0; s/ <—31 
else s/ 4-S3. 
(5) Add the following message handlers: 
4.3) For PREiy" (Z,m) 
a) if m = R^, then set pred/ «-pred/ U {/}. 
4.4) For ROUTE/ (Z,m .list) 
a) if m = R., then: 
path / *- i @ list; send ROUTE^ (/?^.,path / ) to all p 
6 pred/; 
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CT «—0: execute FSM/ ; 
if V holds path/ ^ 0, and s/ = S3, then 
R. ^0; s/ 4-SI 
The transitions for Algorithm 4 consist of all the transitions (some 
suitably modified) of FSM^ described in TABLE I of [32] and three additional 
transitions involving the state S4. The modifications and extensions are as 
follows: 
(1) Modify the actions of steps <5a>, <Ba> and <10a> (transitions from the 
state SI to S2, from S2 to S2, and from S3 to S2) by adding: 
pred/ 4—0. 
(2) Replace step <7> with the following statements (transition from state S2 
to S4): 
7) Cond. 24: V A: € G., holds N/(k)''l'3k € with D/(k) <dJ\ 
dJ (p/ )  ^oo. 
a) Actn. 24: send MSG^(n/,c?/) to p^', set pJ *-k* that 
achieves min D^(k) over k 6 G^; CT <— 1 ; 
send PREiy(/?p to p^. 
(3) Add the following three new transitions (from the state S4 to SI, from S4 
to S2, and from S4 to S3): 
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11) Cond. 41: ROUTE' (Z,m,list) and m = R-. 
a) Actn. 41: CT «— 1. 
12) Cond. 42 and Actn. 42: same as Cond, 12 and Actn. 12. 
13) Cond. 43 and Actn. 43: same as Cond. 13 and Actn. 13. 
4 ROUTING PROTOCOLS WITH BOUNDED 
COUNTER NUMBERS 
Most of distributed routing protocols have a common drawback, that is, 
they use one or more variables to maintain unbounded update cycle numbers. 
Since it is possible that multiple topological changes can occur before 
completing a current update cycle, the destination may initiate several update 
cycles. In order to distinguish between previous update cycles, current update 
cycles, or new update cycles, a number is associated with each update cycle. 
This number is called the update cycle number. The update cycle numbers are 
used to accommodate multiple link cost changes or link failures within the 
network. 
Versions O and A and also Algorithm 1 have a common drawback in that 
the update cycle numbers are not bounded. In practice, they can be 
implemented with a large enough number space, but clearly there is always a 
chance (however small) that the update cycle number will increase faster than 
the completion of the old update cycles. Therefore, it is important to look for 
routing algorithms with bounded update cycle numbers. 
The Version A algorithm has been extended to Version C in [32], which 
uses relative update cycle numbers as opposed to the absolute update cycle 
numbers in Version O. However, Soloway and Hum blet [35] have discovered 
some subtle problems with Version C. In Sec. 3.4, a source routing algorithm 
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with bounded update cycle numbers is presented (called Source Routing 
Algorithm 4) based on the idea in [35]. 
In this paper, we use a dififerent approach to solving the problem of 
unbounded update cycle numbers in Versions O and A algorithms and related 
source routing algorithms. We use the sliding Mfindow idea to bound sequence 
numbers for update cycles. This technique is commonly used to implement 
flow control in networks. In Sec. 4.1, a next-node algorithm with bounded 
update cycle numbers is presented. In Sec. 4.2, a source algorithm with 
bounded update cycle numbers is presented. Sec. 4.3 presents improved 
versions of the next-node and source routing algorithms which do not work 
independently from destination to destination. They are related to the Version 
A protocol in [32]. 
4.1 Next-Node Routing Algorithm B-O 
This section presents a next-node routing algorithm with bounded update 
cycle numbers (hereafter called Algorithm B-O). This algorithm is based on 
the next-node routing algorithm Version 0 in [2] for which update cycle 
numbers are unbounded. An informal description is given first, followed by a 
formal specification of the new algorithm. 
4.1.1 Informal Description 
In Version O algorithm, the function of the update cycle number stored in 
variable n^ of node i is to determine whether the newly-received control 
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message MSG(m) is carrying old or new update information. 
On a topological change, the SINK node initiates a new update cycle by 
sending the message MSGCOT) with a higher number m-to nodes uptree in the 
destination tree rooted at the SINK node. When a node receives the update 
cycle m, the node must be able to determine that the cycle is a new update 
cycle. For example, when the update cycle arrives at a node i, it can determine 
this by comparing m to the value stored in its local variable n^., i.e., whether m 
> n^. or not. The node i replaces the value stored in n^ by m If it is a new 
update cycle, and discards all previous attempts corresponding to smaller 
update cycle numbers. Subsequently, node i also ignores any message MSG(M) 
received from a node carrying an old update cycle number ( m <n^. ). 
So the purpose of the update cycle number is simple. The update cycle 
number is used by nodes to determine whether a received MSG is carrying a 
previous update cycle (which can be discarded), the current update cycle 
(which is used to update tables), or a new update cycle (which is used to 
update tables and also to abandon all previous update cycles). This is easy to 
do if update cycle numbers are nondecreasing. 
In our routing algorithm with bounded update cycle numbers, we 
introduce a mechanism, called the sliding window technique, such that all nodes 
yield the same result when trying to find out if an incoming message is carrying 
an old, the current, or a new counter number. The sliding window technique 
operates as follows. 
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direction of movement 
(b) Sliding Window Concept (a) Bounded Cycle Number Space 
Figure 4.1. Sliding Window Mechanism 
We assume that the update cycle number space is bounded and ranges 
from 0 to (N-1), where N > 3. For N equal to 2 or 3, our algorithm will need 
some changes as described in section 4.1.3. The proposed algorithm will 
feature a constraint that no more than (N/2| (where (xj denotes the greatest 
integer less than or equal to x, i.e., the floor of x) update cycles can be 
traversing within the network at any given time. We first explain how these 
p\J/2j update cycles are used in each node. Later, we describe how to achieve 
this constraint at the SINK node. 
In Fig. 4.1, the circle in Fig. 4.1a represents the update cycle number space 
from 0 to (N-1) used by our Algorithm B-0. The circle in Fig. 4.1b defines the 
sliding window, where the white area indicates the open window and the dark 
area indicates the closed window. Those update cycle numbers falling within 
the open window can be currently used as update cycle numbers by the SINK 
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node, while those numbers currently in the closed window are prohibited from 
being used. Note that the sliding window can move, say clockwise, and it is 
maintained at the SINK node. 
The constraint that no more than (N/2j update cycles can be traversing 
within the network permits two possible ranges for the open window as shown 
in Fig. 4.2. Let 5 denote the starting number in the open window. In Fig. 
4.2a, s is less than [N/2j, whereas in Fig. 4.2b, s is larger than p^/2j. In order to 
understand the f unction of the sliding window, the circle is unwrapped and 
mapped onto a straight line. The straight lines corresponding to circles in Fig. 
4.2a and 4.2b are shown in Fig. 4.3a and 4.3b respectively. The white region 
corresponds to the open window, and the shaded region to the closed window. 
N-1 0 1 N-1 0 1 
s+^/2j-l 
(a) Noncrossing Boundary 
(s+|N/2|-l) mod N 
(b) Crossing Boundary 
Figure 4.2. Two Possible Ranges of Sliding Windows 
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s s+[N/2]-l 
Y / / / Ï / / / / A  I H 11/////////////////I/I 
0 1 N/2 N-1 
(a) Noncrossing Boundary 
region 1 region 2 
(s+|N/2j-l) mod N s J 
^^ ^ 
f-H 1 MU nnn/ni !!i\ i—H 
0 1 N/2 N-l 
(b) Crossing Boundary 
Figure 4.3. Linear Representation of Sliding Window Regions 
We first consider activity at an arbitrary node i, and let n^- be the current 
update cycle number handled by this node. If node i receives a message 
MSG(m4.0 from a neighboring node I, node i must be able to determine 
whether m is an old update cycle, a current update cycle, or a new update , 
cycle. Since both n^ and m must lie in the open window, they must lie within 
the white region. In Fig. 4.3a, because n^ and m must be in the range from .s 
and 5'+^/2|-1 , their distance is less than fM/2|. In this case, the larger number 
always denotes a new update cycle number. In Fig. 4.3b, there are two 
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possible regions in which n^ or m can be located. Let region 1 denote the range 
of update cycle numbers from 0 to (s+p^/2j-l) mod N, and region 2 denote the 
range from s to (N-1). This gives rise to the following cases: 
1. Both n^. and m are in region 1. 
In this case, the distance between them is less than (N/2j and the larger 
number denotes a new update cycle. 
2. Both n^. and m are in region 2. 
In this case, the distance between them is also less than [N/2j and the 
lai^er number denotes a new update cycle. 
3. Both n^. and m are in different regions, that is, one is in region 1 and the 
other is in region 2. 
In this case, the distance between them is equal to or larger than ^/2j. 
The number in region 1 is less than the number in region 2; however, the 
number in region 1 denotes a newer update cycle. Hence, in this case, the 
smaller number denotes a new update cycle. 
For the definition of Algorithm B-0, it is useful to define an extended 
inequality relation " «" for comparing the two update cycle numbers x and 
y in the bounded update cycle space as follows: 
X « y = 
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x < y  if I X—y  I  <  pvj/ 2 |  
X > y otherwise 
If the extended inequality relation is true for two update cycle numbers, 
i.e., X «y, then y is the newer cycle number. Hereafter, when we refer to 
inequality relation, we always mean the extended inequality relation. 
Using the above definition, we describe how to maintain the constraint at 
the SINK node so that no more than [N/2j update cycles are traversing within 
the network. Suppose that the current open window is from s to Cs'+f^/2)-l) 
mod N, and the current update cycle number is stored in variable 
Obviously, the SINK node will discard any MSG(/n,c?,0 received with m « 
^SINK* 
If there are no more topological changes in the network after the SINK 
node initiates the update cycle carrying n^jj^j^, no REQ(m) message with m = 
"SINK ^ generated. Eventually, the update cycle n^^^^ will be completed 
when the SINK node has received acknowledgements for n^^^^ from all its 
neighbors. At this moment, the value of variable n^ at every node i in the 
network is equal to the value of and no MSG carrying an old update 
cycle with a smaller number is traversing within the network. In other words, 
those update cycles with numbers ranging from s to n^jj^j^ must have ceased. 
So the upper limit of the open window can be moved to (n5jj^j^+pM/2j) mod N 
and the starting point of the open window can be moved up to mod 
N. 
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If a topological change occurs after the SINK node has initiated update 
cycle carrying a REQ(m) with m = n^^^^ may arrive at the SINK node 
before the completion of the update cycle The SINK node must initiate 
a new update cycle in response to this REQ message. But the SINK node may 
or may not be able to start a new update cycle depending on the value of 
"SINK* the value of is less than &+^/2|-l, then at least one higher 
number in the open window can be used for the new update cycle, and the 
SINK node will immediately start a new update cycle with a higher number. 
However, if the value of has reached s+[N/2j-l at the SINK node, it 
cannot initiate a new update cycle because all update cycle numbers in the 
current open window have been used up. The SINK node must wait until the 
completion of the update cycle with the smallest number in the current open 
window. But those update cycles with numbers less than the current value of 
ngiNK will not be completed because they will be discarded by every node 
(including the SINK node) in the network. As for the current update cycle 
"SINK- OR may not be completed. These situations are discussed below. 
In Version O algorithm, if a node detects a link failure, the node performs 
different actions depending on the state of the FSM and the type of the link 
(tree or nontree). For example, in the destination tree of Fig. 4.4, if the tree 
link (B,C) fails, both nodes B and C will recognize the failure within a finite 
time and perform the following actions. 
1. The node C, on detecting a failure of its preferred link (C,B), enters state 
S3 and sends a message MSG carrying an infinity (oo) for the distance to 
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SINK 
Figure 4.4. A Destination Tree for the SINK Node 
SINK to all uptree nodes independent of the state (SI, S2, or S2) it was in 
before the failure. This is because the failed link is the preferred link for 
node C and it lost a path to destination SINK. 
2. The node B, on detecting a failure of its nonpreferred link (B,C), takes 
appropriate actions depending on the current state of node B. 
(a) If node B is in state SI before the failure, it sends an REQ message to 
its preferred neighbor (node A) and remains in state SI. 
(b) If node B is in state S2 (having completed phase 1 of the current 
update cycle) before the failure, it sends an REQ message to its 
preferred neighbor (node A) and enters state S5 by executing 
transition T22, and awaits the arrival of a new update cycle from its 
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preferred neighbor (node A). Note that node B does not enter state 
SI and send an acknowledgement to its preferred neighbor (node A) 
for the current update cycle ng^^^ until a new update cycle arrives 
at node B. Thus the current update cycle for will not be 
completed at the SINK node because every node (including the SINK 
node) on a path from node B to SINK is awaiting the arrival of at 
least one more acknowledgement sent from their neighbors. 
(c) If node B is in state S2 before the failure, it remains in state S2. 
The current update cycle will not be completed at the SINK node as 
in (b). 
(d) If node B is in state S3 before the failure, that is, node B has lost its 
path to the SINK node, node B remains in state S3 without 
performing any action. 
If, on the other hand, a nontree link such as link (C,D) fails, node C (and 
similarly node D) performs the following actions: 
3. The node C, on recognizing a failure of its nonpreferred link (C,D), sends 
an REQ message to its preferred neighbor (node B) and takes appropriate 
actions. The actions depend on the state of node C before the failure. 
(a) If node C is in state SI, no action is performed. 
(b) If node C is in state S2, it enters state S5. In this case, the current 
update cycle will not be completed at the SINK node as for 2(b). 
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(c) If node C is in state S2, it remains in that state. The situation is the 
same as for 2(c). 
(d) If node C is in state S3, no action is performed. 
From the above discussions of tree and nontree link failures in the 
destination tree, we draw the following conclusion: 
If a node in state S2 detects a failure on one of its nonpreferred links 
and enters the stagnated state S5, the current update cycle will never 
be completed at the SINK node. 
The purpose of state S2 in the FSM of a node is to prevent the completion of 
the current update cycle if the node has detected a topological change on one of 
its nonpreferred links. This is because a node in state S2 is expecting the 
arrival of a new update cycle in the future, and it is not necessary for this node 
to update its route table based on information which has been invalidated by 
the recent failure. 
If state S2 is removed (along with all transitions involving this state) 
from the Version 0 algorithm, theorem 1 given below guarantees that the 
modified algorithm still works for every case including topological changes. 
Theorem 1. 
Suppose that state S2 and all transitions involving this state are removed 
from the FSM of node i in Version O algorithm. In the modified algorithm, if 
an update cycle is started with n^^^^ = m,a topological change of order m has 
occurred, then a new update cycle with = m + 1 will be started. 
Proof of Theorem 1: 
Let tQ be the time at which the SINK node started an update cycle m, and 
t^ be the time of the last topological change after tg. According to the 
properties of Version O algorithm, one REQ(m) message will arrive at the SINK 
node at some finite time after tj. Suppose that the message arrives at time 
tg. Because the FSM for the modified algorithm does not have state S2, every 
node in state S2 will keep participating in the current update cycle m, i.e., every 
node will receive acknowledgements from all its nonpreferred neighbors 
(connected with operating links) and send acknowledgement to its preferred 
neighbor. 
Sooner or later, the update cycle m will be completed at the SINK node. 
It is possible that the proper completion of the update cycle m occurs before or 
after time tg. If the update cycle m is completed before tg, the SINK node will 
perform transition T21 and enter state SI. At time tg, when the REQ(m) 
arrives at the SINK node, the condition of transition T12 is satisfied, and the 
SINK node will start a new update cycle with a higher cycle number m + 1. 
On the other hand, if the update cycle m is not completed at time tg, the 
condition of transition T22 is satisfied when the SINK node receives the 
message REQ(m) at time tg, and the SINK node will start a new update cycle 
with a higher cycle number m + 
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In the modified Version O algorithm (without state S2), a node i detecting 
failure on a nonpreferred link remains in the state (even if it is in state S2) it 
was in before the failure. Suppose that the propagation of an REQ message, 
which originated from node i, is very slow. At some point, node i will 
perform the transition T21, and all nodes residing on the path from node i to 
the SINK node will perform the same transition, and the SINK node will 
recognize the proper completion of the current update cycle before the 
arrival of the REQ message. (Note that the current update cycle will 
never be completed in the original algorithm J On receiving an REQ message at 
the SINK node, the SINK will start a new update cycle with a higher number. 
On the other hand, if the REQ message arrives at the SINK node before the 
proper completion of the current update cycle with cycle number the 
SINK will start a new update cycle immediately to force every node in the 
network to abandon the previous update cycle. 
In the original Version O algorithm, node i enters state S2 after detecting a 
failure on a nonpreferred link. The state transition T21 in the FSM at node i 
and for those nodes (in state S2 or 32) residing on the path from node i to the 
SINK node cannot occur. However, in the modified algorithm, this transition 
is performed and the acknowledgement will be sent to the preferred neighbor. 
Eventually, the SINK node receives acknowledgements from all the neighbors. 
So the current update cycle will be completed at the SINK node eventually, 
provided that no new update cycle is initiated from SINK. 
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From the above discussion, we see that the state S2 and the transitions 
T22, T22 and T23 should be removed from the Version O algorithm in order to 
guarantee the completion of the current update cycle Theorem 2 stated 
below guarantees that the algorithm B-0 with bounded update cycles works 
for every case including topological changes when n^jj^j^ reaches s+[Nf/2j-l. 
Theorem 2. 
In algorithm B-0, if an update cycle is started with n^^^^ = m, and a 
topological change of order m has occurred, then a new update cycle with n^^^^ 
= (m+1 ) mod N will be started. 
Proof of Theorem 2: 
Let tg, t J and t,, be the time the SINK node started the update cycle m, 
the time of the last topological change in the network, and the time at which an 
REQ(m) message arrived at the SINK node respectively. Suppose that the 
current open window ranges from s to (s+fvl/2j-l) mod N. We consider the 
following cases, each one depending on the value of m. 
Case 1. m «(s+|N/2j-l) mod N 
If the proper completion of the update cycle m occurred before time tg, 
then according to the algorithm B-0, the SINK node updates the 
current open window to range from m+1 to (m+[N/2j) mod N. So at 
time tg, the SINK node will start a new update cycle with (m+1) mod 
N. If the update cycle m is not completed at time tg, the SINK node 
can start a new update cycle with (m+1) mod N because there is at 
least one update cycle number in the current open window to allow a 
higher number to be assigned to a new update cycle. 
Case 2. m = (s+fvJ/2|-l) mod N 
If the proper completion of the update cycle m occurred before time tg, 
then the same argument as in the case 1 can be applied here, and the 
SINK node will start a new update cycle with (m+1) mod N. If the 
update cycle m is not completed at time tg, then according to the 
condition of transition T13 in Algorithm B-0, the SINK node will 
enter state S3 and wait for the completion of the update cycle m. 
From theorem 1, the update cycle m will be completed within some 
finite time after tg if the SINK node does not initiate a new update 
cycle. 
There exists a time tg with ^2 < oo such that the proper completion 
of the update cycle m occurs. At time tg, when the condition of transition T32 
is satisfied, the SINK node will adjust the current open window and start a 
new update cycle with (m+1) mod N. 
The update cycle n^^^g- will be completed at the SINK node if It has not 
started a new update cycle. At the moment that the update cycle has 
just been completed, those nodes that have paths to the SINK node will have 
the current update cycle number in their local variable n^., while other 
nodes that have lost paths to the SINK node previously may keep a smaller 
number in their local variable n-. This is because, for those nodes that have 
lost paths to the SINK node, the update cycle cannot be propagated 
through the failed link. 
In our routing algorithm with bounded update cycle numbers, we must 
pay specific attention to those nodes that have lost paths to the SINK node. 
Suppose that they recorded an update cycle number (possibly smaller than 
"siNK^ in their local variable n^ after losing their paths to the SINK node. 
Later when they receive an update message about a new path to the SINK node, 
they will be unable to determine whether the message is carrying a new update 
cycle by using our previous extended inequality relation. This is because 
during the time period when they have lost paths to the SINK node, the SINK 
node may have moved its open window around the number space many times. 
Hence a mechanism must be included in our Algorithm B-0 to ensure that 
the nodes that are uptree of the failed tree-link can reestablish new paths to the 
SINK node independent of the current open window. The easiest way to do 
this is to set n^ to nil for nodes that have lost paths to the SINK node when 
these nodes receive a message MSG carrying infinity (oo) for the distance to 
SINK from their preferred neighbors. The extended inequality relation is 
modified such that the value nil is always less than any value in the bounded 
number space. Because it is impossible for any node to send a message with an 
update cycle number equal to nil, y cannot be nil in the following revised 
definition of our extended inequality relation: 
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x « y  =  
x < y  i f  yL=nil 
x < y  i f  a n d  I X — y  I  <  { N /  2 j  
x > y  o t h e r w i s e  
4.1.2 Formal Specification 
The specification of our next-node routing Algorithm B-0 with bounded 
update cycle numbers consists of Tables 1,2,3 and 4 in [23] with suitable 
modifications. (Note that, in the following, when we refer to Table, we 
always refer to that in [23].) 
In part (a) of Table 1, the domain of values of node variables n^., mx^., 
and Z l^) are either nil or bounded from 0 to (N-1 ). A new integer 
variable " limit" is introduced at the SINK node which is initially set to f^J/2| 
-1. This variable indicates the upper position of the current open window 
maintained at the SINK node. In part (b) of Table 1, the domain of values of 
m is also bounded from 0 to (N-1). 
The specification of FSM executed by an arbitrary node i is derived from 
Table 2 in [23]. Since the FSM of our Algorithm B-0 does not contain state 
S2, all transitions involving this state (i.e., T25, T32 and T23) are absent. 
When a node receives an MSG message carrying d=oofrom its preferred 
neighbor, it enters state S3 to indicate that it has lost its path to the SINK 
node. From our previous discussion, the node sets the current value of variable 
n^ to nil. The node i reestablishes a new path to the SINK node when it 
receives an MSG message carrying a new update cycle. 
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The new modified finite state machine executed by node i for Algorithm 
B-0 is shown in Fig. 4.5.. The transitions for this FSM are obtained by 
suitable modifications to the transitions of FSM^. in Version O algorithm. Each 
inequality relation in any statement is replaced by our extended inequality 
relation defined in the previous section. The transitions T13, T23 and T32 of 
Fig. 4.5 are obtained from similar transitions in Table 2 of [23] as follows: 
( 1) Add the following statements to the action part of transitions TI3 and 
T23: 
n^. 
mx^ . 4—nil; 
Note that the nil value is always less than any value in the bounded 
number space when compared by our extended inequality operation. 
lost path 
phase(l) phase(2) 
lost path 
reestablish 
a path 
new 
phase(l) 
Figure 4.5. Modified Finite State Machine for a non-SINK Node 
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(2) Replace the condition part of transition T32 with 
3 k s.t. Fj-(k) = UP, Nj(k) ^nil and D^(k) 5^00. 
(3) Replace the statement 
n^ <-mXj. 
in the action part of transition T32 with the following statements: 
n^. t-Ny(k); 
mXj. «- N^(k); 
The Table 4 in [23] gives the algorithm executed for the SINK node. 
From the discussion in the previous section, we know that if the SINK node is 
unable to initiate a new higher update cycle due to the constraint of an open 
window, the SINK node must wait until it receives acknowledgements from all 
its neighbors. To obtain Algorithm B-0, a new state S3 is introduced to the 
FSM for the SINK node to accommodate this situation. The modified finite 
state machine is shown in Fig. 4.6. This finite state machine for the SINK node 
consists of three states (SI, S2 and S3) and six transitions (T12, T21, T22, 
T13, T23 and T32). 
The transitions T12, T21 and T22 are similar to corresponding ones for 
Version O algorithm. However, they need some modifications which involve 
operations on variable at the SINK node as follows: 
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suspend 
phase( 1 ) phased) 
suspend 
resume 
phased ) 
Figure 4.6. Modified Finite State Machine for the SINK Node 
CO Modify the conditions for transitions T12, T21 and T22 to include: 
"sink ^ "mit 
(2) Replace the statement 
"siNK '^siNK ^ 
in the action part of transitions T12 and T22 with the statement 
"sink ^"sink ^ 
(3) Add the following statement to the action part of transition T21: 
limit «-("sink - 1) mod N 
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The transitions T13, T23 and T32 which involve the newly-added state S3 
are described below. 
Suppose that the valiie of variable n^^^^ has increased to reach the current 
limit, i.e., n^^^^ = limit, and the SINK node in state 81 or S2 attempts to 
initiate a new higher update cycle. The SINK node enters state S3, and awaits 
the arrival of acknowledgements for the current update cycle n^^^^ from all its 
neighbors. The newly-added transitions T13 and T23 take care of these 
situations. 
When the SINK node in state S3 receives acknowledgements from all its 
neighbors for the current update cycle ng^%, it adjusts the open window and 
initiates a new higher update cycle. The transition T32 takes care of this 
situation. 
A complete specification of the algorithm executed by the SINK node for 
our Algorithm B-0 is given in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1. Algorithm B-0 for the SINK Node 
MESSAGE HANDLERS 
For REQ(m) 
CTt-0; 
Execute HNITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
For FAIL(Z) 
Fp)^DOWN; 
CT4-O; 
Execute HNITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
For MSG(m,d.O 
N (Z) 4-m; 
CTf-0; 
Execute HNITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
For WAKE(/) 
if SINK and I agree to open link (SINK,/), then: 
F.(/) 4-READY: 
C T ^ O ;  
Execute HNITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
For START 
CT+-0; 
Execute HNITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
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Table 4.1. (continued) 
FINITE-STATE-MACHINE 
T12 Condition 12: 
Action 12: 
T13 Condition 13 
Action 13 
T21 Condition 21 
Action 21 
T22 Condition 22; 
Action 22: 
T23 Condition 23: 
Action 23: 
T32 Condition 32: 
Action 32: 
(CT=0) and (REQ(m=ng;^K) or FAIL or WAKE or START) 
and (nçjj^j^ ^ limit). 
if (REQ or FAIL or WAKE), then n-jj^j, (hcink + D mod N; 
V k s.t. F.(k)=READY, then F.(k) •-UP; N/k) 
transmit MSGCn^jj^j^.O) to all k s.t. F^.(k)=UP; CT «- 1. 
(CT=0) and (REQ(m=ng^^^ 
and (n5jj^jç=limit). 
CT 4-1. 
) or FAIL or WAKE or START) 
V k s.t. F^.(k)=UP, then N^(k)=ng2^^; MSG; 
(nsiNK ^ limit). 
V k s.t. F.(k)=UP, then N.(k)=77i7; 
limit •-Cn5jj^jç^+pv]/2)-l) mod N; CT «- 1. 
(CT=0) and (REÇ(m=n_,^^) or FAIL or WAKE) 
and (ngjpjjj ^ limit). 
Same as Action 12. 
(CT=0) and (REQ(m=n^jj^]^) or FAIL or WAKE) 
and (n«,»TTf=limit). 
CT 4-1. 
V k s.t. Fy(k)=UP, then N^(k)=ng^^^; 
V K s.t. F.Ck)=UP, then N.Ck) 
limit 4-(ngjj^jj+[M/2j) mod N; 
^SINK ^ mod N; 
V k s.t. F.(k)=READY, then F.(k)=UP, N.(k) ^nil\ 
transmit MSG(ng^^g^,0) to all k s.t. F^(kj=UP; CT <-1. 
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4.1.3 Modification to Algorithm B-O for N = 2 or 3 
If N = 2 or 3, then |N/2j = 1, that is, the open window contains only one 
update cycle number. In other words, the SINK node can initiate only one 
update cycle at any given time. If an REQ message arrives at the SINK node 
before the completion of the current update cycle, the SINK node must wait 
until the completion of the current cycle before starting a new update cycle. 
Our modified algorithm B-0 given in Sec. 2.2 does not work for N = 2 or 3 
since the advancement of the open window is done by 5+^/2j-l which remains 
equal to s for N = 2 or 3. To rectify this problem, we should remove the 
advancement of the open window statements f rom the transitions at the SINK 
node. The SINK node will start a new update cycle each time with alternating 
numbers between 0 and 1 after the completion of an update cycle. 
Another problem with Algorithm B-O given in Sec. 4.1.2 is the extended 
inequality relation used at non-SINK nodes. There are only two values (0 and 
I ) that can be used f or the update cycle numbers. One should be started f rom 
the SINK node af ter the other is completed. Each node i is able to determine 
whether the received MSG(m) is carrying the current update cycle number or a 
new update cycle number by testing the equality of the two numbers n^ and 
m. This can be done by redefining the extended inequality relation as follows: 
x«y = 
X <  y  if x=nil 
x < y  i f  x F ^ i Z  a n d  x ? ^  
x > y  o t h e r w i s e  
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These modifications in our general algorithm B-0 in Sec. 4.1.2 give rise to 
an "alternating bit" distributed and failsafe routing protocol analogous to the 
famous alternating bit data transfer protocol for reliable data communications 
over unreliable channels. 
4.2 Source Routing Algorithm B-1 
This section presents a source routing algorithm (hereafter called 
Algorithm B-1) with bounded update cycle numbers. This algorithm is based 
on the source routing Algorithm 1 discussed in Sec. 3.1. We first give an 
informal description, then present a formal specification of this algorithm. 
4.2.1 Informal Description 
Since the source routing Algorithm 1 in Sec. 3.1 is an extension of Version 
O in [23], we may ask whether the modifications and extensions discussed in 
Sec. 4.1.2 for Algorithm B-0 can aflFect the source routing Algorithm 1. If 
they do not aflfect the source routing Algorithm 1, these two algorithms (source 
routing Algorithm 1 in Sec. 3.1 and Algorithm B-0 in Sec. 4.1.2) can be 
combined to obtain the source routing Algorithm B-1. 
However, the modifications and extensions for Algorithm B-O do afiFect the 
source routing Algorithm 1; therefore, we simply cannot combine them to 
achieve our goal. Some changes are needed when they are combined. These 
changes are discussed next. We first focus on the FSM and message handlers 
for the SINK node, and then on the FSM and message handlers for an arbitrary 
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node. 
Let us look at the FSM for the SINK node. The modifications for source 
routing Algorithm 1 include modifications of three transitions T12, T22 and 
T21. In transitions T12 and T22, an initialization of variable pred is added. 
In transition T21, a transmission of ROUTE information is added. The 
modifications for Algorithm B-0 include: 
(1) the addition of a new state S3; 
(2) the addition of three new transitions T13, T23, and T32; and 
(3) modifications (which involve the mechanism of the sliding window) of 
transitions T12, T22 and T2i. 
The modifications for Algorithm B-0 maintain the boundedness of the update 
cycle numbers. These modifications do not affect the modifications for source 
routing Algorithm 1 that are unrelated to the update cycle numbers. So we 
can combine these two modifications with a slight change to the transition 
T32. Since transition T32 starts a new update cycle, we must add the 
initialization of the variable pred into the action part of this transition. The 
finite state machine for the SINK node of Algorithm B-1 is the same as that in 
Fig. 4.6 but with modified transitions. 
Let us look at the message handlers for the SINK node. There is no 
change for any message handler for Algorithm B-0. The modifications for the 
source routing Algorithm 1 include one message handler for the message 
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PRED. This message handler is included into Algorithm B-1. 
For both algorithms, several changes were made to the FSM for an 
arbitrary node. The modifications for the source routing Algorithm 1 include: 
( 1 ) the addition of a new state S4; 
(2) the addition of five new transitions T24, T41, T42, T43 and T42; 
(3) the deletion of transition T21; and 
(4) modifications of transitions T12 and T32. 
The modifications for Algorithm B-0 include: 
(1 ) the deletion of transitions T22, T22, and T23; 
(2) the replacement of inequality operations by the extended inequality 
operations: and 
(3) modifications of three transitions T13, T23 and T32. 
The modification (3) for Algorithm B-0 deals only with state S3, which 
indicates a loss of path to the SINK node. This does not afiFect the 
modifications for source routing Algorithm 1. So these two sets of 
modifications can be combined with a slight change to the transition T43. 
Since transition T43 corresponds to the loss of a path to the SINK node, the 
setting of the variables n^ and mx^ to nil must be added to the action part of 
this transition. The modified finite state machine, shown in Fig. 4.7, consists 
of four states (SI, S2, S3 and S4) and nine transitions, where five are taken 
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from Algorithm B-0 and the other four are taken from the source routing 
Algorithm 1. 
Finally, we consider the message handler for an arbitrary node. The 
modifications for the source routing Algorithm 1 include message handlers for 
the new messages PRED and ROUTE. There is no change of the message 
handler for Algorithm B-0. Hence, we can include these modifications for the 
source routing Algorithm 1 into Algorithm B-1 without any problem. 
4.2.2 Formal Specification 
From the above discussion, the modifications for the source routing 
Algorithm 1 and for Algorithm B-0 can be combined. However, when they 
lost path 
phaseO) lost path 
phased ) 
phase(2) 
lost path 
new 
phased) reestablish 
a path 
new 
phased) 
Figure 4.7. Finite State Machine of Source Routing Algorithm B-1 
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are combined, some modifications to the new transitions which are added for 
both algorithms should be made. 
The specification of the source routing Algorithm B-1 consists of Table 1, 
Table 2 and Table 3 in [23] and Table 4.1 in Sec. 4.1.2 with suitable 
modifications. The modifications include not only those modifications and 
extensions for the source routing Algorithm 1 in Sec. 3.4 and for Algorithm B-
O in Sec. 4.1.2, but also the following modifications; 
For the FSM of SINK node 
Add the following statement to the action part of transition T32: 
pred «— 0 
For the FSM of an arbitrary node 
Add the following statements to the action part of transition T43: 
n^  *—nil; 
mx^ . <- nil; 
Complete specifications of message handlers and the finite state machine 
executed by an arbitrary node for our source routing Algorithm B-1 are given 
in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. 
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Table 4.2. Message Handlers for Algorithm B-1 at Arbitrary Node i 
MESSAGE HANDLERS 
For REQ(m) 
if p . then send REQ(m) to p .. 
For FAlL(Z) 
F.(0 <-DOWN: 
CTf-0; 
Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE; 
if p. ^nil, then send REQ(m) to p.. 
For MSG(m,d,0 
if F.(/) = READY, then F CZ) <-UF; 
N.(/)4-m; 
D^.(0 <-d + 
mx - •-max{m,mx h 
CTV-0: 
Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE 
For WAKE(Z) 
if i and I agree to open link U,l), then: 
zil) <-max{m,mx.}; 
F.a) «-READY; 
N (/) *—nil\ 
if p. ^nil, then send REQ(z.(0) to p.. 
For PRED(/,m) 
if m = n., then set pred <—pred U {/}. 
For ROUTECZ.m.list) 
if m = n^, then: 
path *-i @ list; send ROUTE(/,n.,path) to all p € pred; 
CT «-0; Execute FINITE-STAT&MACHINE. 
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Table 4.3. FSM for Algorithm B-1 at Arbitrary Node i 
FINITE-STATE-MACHINE 
T12 Condition 12: 
Action 12: 
TIB Condition 13: 
Action 13: 
T22 Condition 22: 
Action 22: 
T23 Same as T13. 
T24 Condition 24: 
Action 24: 
T32 Condition 32: 
Action 32: 
T41 Condition 41: 
Action 41 : 
T42 Same as T21. 
T43 Same as T23. 
MSG(in=mx .,d ^oo, Z=pp,CT=0. 
d,. 4- mln Dj.(k) over k s.t. F^(k)=UP and N^(k)=m; 
+-m; 
V k s.t. F.(k)=READY if z (k) «n., 
then Fj.tk) <-UP; N.(k) 
transmit MSG(n •,d,) to all k s.t. F.(k)=UP and k ^ p ; 
p r e d « - 0 ; C T 4 - l .  
(MSG(/=p.,d=oc\m) or FAIL(^=pp),CT=0. 
d. «- oq if MSG, then n • <- m; 
V ks.t. F.(k)=READY if z.(k) «n., 
then F.Qc) *-UP; N.(k) ^nii, 
transmit MSG(n.,dp to all k s.t. F^(k)=UP and k esp^ 
p. <-7h7; n^. *-niL-, mx. *-nii, CT <- 1. 
MSG(n^. «m=mx^-,d T^CO, /=pp,CT=0. 
Same as Action 12. 
V k s.t. F (k)=UP, then N.(k)=n .=mx.; 
3 k s.t. F (k)=UP and D.(k) <d'; 
if CT = 0, then MSG; D^(pp ^oo, 
send MSG(,n .,dp to p^.; 
set p. k that achieves m in D.(k) over k s.t. F.(k)=UP; 
V k s.t. ^k)=UP, set N .(k)=nz/: 
send PREDCi.n .) to p.; CT <—1. 
3 k s.^. F^.Ck)=uP, ^(k) j^nil and D.(k) ^<x\ 
Let k mln D^Ck) over k s.J. Fj.(k)=UP and N^(k]=mx^.; 
P ' <— k I n ' ^ mx •! d <—D -Ck ); 
V k s.t. F,Ck)=READY, if z.(k) «n., 
then F.(kJ +-UP, N.(k) *-nU', 
transmit MSG(n.,dp to all k s.t. F.(k)=UP and k esp.; 
predf-0; CT +-1. 
ROUTE(Z,m=n.,llst),CT=0. 
CT*-1. 
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4.3 Improved Routing Algorithms 
This section presents improved versions of the next-node and source 
routing algorithms with bounded update cycles discussed in Sees. 4.1 and 4.2 
respectively. 
Both Version O in [23] and our Algorithm B-0 in Sec. 4.1 are working 
independently f rom destination to destination. Each destination starts an 
update cycle for all other nodes in the network to change routes to the 
destination according to new costs of links. A cycle can be started by a 
destination either after the completion of the previous cycle, or after receiving a 
special signal, called an REQ, indicating a topological change (link failure or 
recovery). 
The Version O algorithm has been improved to Version A in [32], which 
reduces (1) the complexity of the algorithm in terms of required states and 
transitions, (2) memory spaces, (3) communication needs, and (4) the 
complexity of validation proofs. The purpose of Version A at each node is to 
manage the cooperation between all algorithms corresponding to all destinations 
in the network. The main features of Version A are to delete the REQ message, 
delete state S5 from a node FSM, and to remove the need for an intermediary 
value READY between UP and DOWN of the variable F^l) indicating the 
status of link (i,Z) as seen at node i. 
Since Version O works for just one particular destination, there is no need 
for variables and messages to carry the explicit identification of the 
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destination. However, in Version A, the identification is necessary and is 
indicated by a superscript. For example, at node i, p) and d) denote the 
preferred neighbor for and the estimated distance to destination j. 
When node i detects a failure or a recovery of one of its adjacent links, it 
sends to its preferred neighbor p} a special message RE(y for each destination 
j. The message REQ^ is used by node j to trigger the start of a new update 
cycle for itself. Every update cycle has a counter number assigned to it by the 
destination and is carried by all control messages belonging to this cycle. 
The idea used in Version A is as follows: node i, being a destination itself, 
starts a new update cycle for itself on detecting a topological change as in 
Version O. This new update cycle will reach all nodes j physically connected 
to node i. The arrival of this cycle at a node can serve as a signal to this node 
to start a new update cycle for itself. Therefore, the REQ messages are no 
longer necessary. 
We apply the idea exploited in Version A to our Algorithm B-0 in Sec. 4.1 
such that the new version of Algorithm B-0 operates like Version A but with 
bounded update cycle numbers. The new version will be called Algorithm B-
A. 
Our Algorithm B-A does not use the mechanism introduced in Version A 
for synchronization of variable mx^ of Version O. In Version O, the quantity 
mx} (the largest counter number m received by node i up to now in any 
message of the form MSG^C/.m.d)) is indicated for a specific destination ;. In 
Version A, a new variable for each node i was Introduced to symbolize 
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max{ / ) over all j. The variable is incremented when node i detects a 
topological change, or receives a message MSG^(m) with m > R.. In other 
words, every node assigns a counter number to a new update cycle which is in 
the same number space. 
In our Algorithm B-A, every node assigns a counter number to a new 
update cycle which lies in its own open window space whenever the node starts 
a new update cycle. Moreover, a node also keeps track of the update cycle 
from every other node in the network. 
4.3.1 Improved Next-Node Routing Algorithm B-A 
The Algorithm B-A is based on Algorithm B-O in Sec. 4.1 and Version A 
in [23]. The idea of bounded update cycle numbers exploited in Algorithm B-
O is applied to Version A, but with a different interpretation of the 
synchronization variable R^. In Algorithm B-A, the value of indicates the 
number (within the current open window) for the current update cycle 
initiated from node i and is independent from the value of Rj at a different 
node j. The resulting algorithm running at each node maintains its own open 
window and uses the numbers belonging to this open window for its new 
update cycles. There is no relationship between two cycle numbers which 
correspond to different destinations. 
The state S3 (value of state variable s^*) is not used in Version A; 
however, it is used in Algorithm B-A to indicate a state of node i when all of 
the numbers in the current open window of this node have been used and the 
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node is awaiting the completion of the current update cycle R-. The function 
of the state S3 is the same as that at the SINK node in Algorithm B-0. 
Since the interpretation of variable has changed to be the local update 
cycle number in Algorithm B-A, every statement referring to the value of R. in 
Version A must be modified accordingly. Hereafter, we use instead of R^ for 
Algorithm B-A to distinguish between two interpretations. If r. is used in 
comparing the cycle number m in the received message MSG^ in order to 
determine whether the received message belongs to a current or new update 
cycle for destination j, is changed to n/ (in that statement in Algorithm B-
A) which stores the cycle number seen at node i corresponding to node J. If r. 
is used in comparing the cycle number m in the received message MSG', it is 
unchanged but the interpretation of is a local update cycle number as 
discussed before. If is incremented by the algorithm, the algebraic operation 
"+" must be modified to "0* which represents the "modulo" addition of two 
numbers. 
There is another important modification in Algorithm B-A which involves 
a slight change in the format of the update message MSG. Here is an example 
to explain the reason for this modification: in Fig. 4.8, suppose that the link 
(z.Â:) goes down, both nodes i and k start new update cycles (say r^ and r^) for 
themselves. When node j receives message MSG' (rp, node j starts a new 
u p d a t e  c y c l e  ( s a y  V j )  f o r  i t s e l f .  T h e  m e s s a g e  M S G '  ( r ^ )  w i l l  a r r i v e  a t  n o d e  i  
eventually. When node i receives the message MSG' (r^), node i starts another 
new update cycle (say r/) for itself because TJ is a new update cycle for node 
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Figure. 4.8. Infinite Numbers of Update Cycles 
j. When the message MSG' (r/) arrives at node j, node j starts another new 
update cycle for itself because r/ now denotes a new update cycle for 
destination i. And so, both nodes i and j start new update cycles for 
themselves alternately and will create infinite numbers of update cycles due to 
a single link failure. 
The problem described above is caused by the condition for a node to start 
a new update cycle for itself. The message MSG^Cr^) belonging to the update 
cycle for node j is triggered by the message MSG'(rp which is started from 
node i. So when the message MSG^(r^ ) arrives at node i, node i must be able 
to determine that it has already started a new update cycle (rp to take care of 
a previous link failure. 
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A similar situation for node I is described as follows. Suppose that the 
message MSG^Cr.) arrives at node I before the message MSG^(r ). The message 
^ • J 
MSO'Crp triggers node I to start a new update cycle (say r^). When the 
message MSG^(ry) which was triggered by MSO'Crp at node j arrives at node /, 
node I must be able to determine that it has already started a new update cycle 
(rp to take into account the same previous link failure. 
It is clear from the above discussion that the format of update messages 
and the condition for starting a new update cycle for a node must be modified. 
An additional parameter " org" is introduced in the updating message MSG 
where "org" denotes the id of a node at the end of a failed (or awakened) link. 
We call a node with id "org" an originator of update messages. On detecting a 
link failure, the originator (say node i) starts a new update cycle for itself and 
sends messages MSG' with parameters, which include a new cycle number as 
well as the originator to all its neighbors. 
The condition to start a new update cycle for node i when it receives a 
message MSG^(/,m,d,org) from neighbor I is that n / «m and j = org. If j ^ 
org, which means that this MSG is triggered by another MSG which belongs to 
an originator, then node i does not start any new update cycle for itself. On 
the other hand, if j - org, which means that this MSG belongs to an originator, 
then node i starts a new update cycle for itself. Before starting a new update 
cycle, node i must set (i.e. to m. Hence, when another message 
MSG^(r,m,d,org) with the same originator arrives at node i from another 
neighbor I', it does not start another new update cycle for itself because n/ is 
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now equal to m. 
The above mechanism leads to the following conclusion: only the arrival 
of the first control message at a node belonging to an originator which detects a 
link failure can trigger this node to start a new update cycle for itself. So a 
node starts only one new update cycle for itself corresponding to an originator 
of a single link change. This mechanism solves the above mentioned problem 
of infinite numbers of update cycles. 
Since every update message MSG must include an additional parameter 
that denotes the originator of a failed (or awakened) link, when FSM for node i 
enters state S3, the algorithm must save this parameter in order for it to be 
included in MSG messages for a new update cycle that will be sent to all 
neighbors after the FSM leaves state S3. So in our Algorithm B-A, new 
variables "t/" are introduced to save information about originators in received 
MSG messages when s/ at node i has the value S3. 
The value of " t/" is either 0 or 1. When FSM^ of node i must start a 
new update cycle for itself as a result of a message MSG^ belonging to the 
originator /, but all numbers in the current open window are used up, the 
algorithm for FSM/ must set s/ to S3 and t/ to 1. If the originator is the 
node itself (i.e., node i detects a link change) the algorithm sets t/ to 1. When 
FSM/ is ready to leave state S3, the algorithm scans the list of variables t/ for 
all y to see which originator (containing the value 1 ) should be included in the 
update messages for a new update cycle for node /. After node i starts a new 
update cycle for itself corresponding to originator j, the algorithm sets t / to 0. 
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The complete specification of our algorithm B-A is given in Tables 4.4, 4.5 
and 4.6. Table 4.4 contains the description of all variables maintained at node 
i. Table 4.5 contains the specification of message handlers, and Table 4.6 
contains that of finite state machines FSM/ for all j. 
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Table 4.4. Variables and Messages of Algorithm B-A at Node 
(a) Variables of the Algorithm of Node i 
Variable Name 
Name 
Meaning Domain of Values 
P/ preferred neighbor to destination j nil,l,2,...,NN 
V estimated distance to destination j (yVz) oo, 1,2,..# 
estimated distance on link {i,l) 1,2,... 
current counter number for j (all j) ni 1,0,1,2,...,N-1 
counter number for node i 0,1,2 N-1 
limitj. upper limit of open window for node i 0,1,2 N-1 
=1 if y is an originator and 
when s/ has value S3 
=0 otherwise 
0,1 
CT control flag 0,1 
N/(1) = 1 if / received message with m = n/ 
from I about j for current update cycle; 
= 0 otherwise (all /) 0,1 
D/(I) d+d^ for last d received from I about j (all ;) oo, 1,2,*.. 
F[l) status of link (:,Z) DOWN,UP 
state of node i about destination j (all ;) S1.S2,S3 
^It is assumed that the network is composed by NN nodes, and the 
number space of the sliding window is N. 
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Table 4.4. (continued) 
(b) Messages Received by the Algorithm at Node i 
Message Format Meaning Domain of Values 
MSG^(/,m,d,org) 
FAIL(/) 
WAKEC/) 
START 
update message from I about j with 
cycle number m, distance d, and for 
originator org 
failure detected on link (:',/) 
link (i,0 becomes operational 
internal message to start a new cycle 
(can be received only if s/ = SI) 
/=1,2 NN 
m=0,l,2,...J«J-l 
d=oo,0,l,2,... 
org=l,2,...,NN 
/=1,2 NN 
/=1,2 NN 
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Table 4.5. Message Handlers for Algorithm B-A at Node i 
MESSAGE HANDLERS Node i becomes operational 
a) UP for all operating adjacent links UX) with I' operating 
b) F^V) <— DOWN for all nonoperating adjacent links (j,/') or those links {IX) with V nonoperating 
c) NIU') f-O, n.} *-nil for all j and L' € G^.; «-0; n/ <-0; 
limitj. «- [N/2 j - 1; s/ <—SI; s/ «-S3 for all j ^  i 
d) deliver WAKECD at i and WAKE(i) at I' ,  for all I'  G G-. 
For FAILCO or WAKE(/) or START 
a) if FAIL, then F.(l) DOWN 
b) if WAKE, then F/l) *- UP 
c) if limit^. = r^, then s/ *-S3; t/ «— 1 
else s/ <—S2; <—(r^. + 1) mod N; send MSG'(r^.,0,0 to all I' 6 G^; 
n/ nJU') <—0 for all j and V € Gy 
d) if FAIL, then^ k set CT+-0 and execute FSM.^. 
For MSG^(/,m,d,org), j ^  i 
a) D/(1) I-D + D.^ 
b) i f  m  =  n J ,  then N^(l) «- 1 
c) if n/ « m and j = org, then n/ <—/n; 
if limity = r^, then s/ t-S3; *- 1 
else s/ «-S2; r- *- (r.+O mod N; send MSG^(r.,0,org) to all I'  
€ G /  
ni ir-r^, NI il') 4-0 for all ; and I '  6 G^i A^/Vz) <- 1 
d) CT 4—0; execute FSM/. 
For MSG^(/,m,d,org) 
a) D^d) *-d + d^j^ 
b) if 7n = then N^it) 1 
c) if V r € Gj-, holds = 1, then limit^ ^-Cr^ + [ N/2 J ) mod N; 
if s/ = S3, then for all 
if t/ = 1, then t/ «-0; «-(r^+l) mod N; 
send MSG'(r.,0,j) to all V 6 G^; 
s/4-S2; Nld) 4-0 for all I'  € G.; 
else s/ 4-Sl; V Z' € G., set Nld') 4-0. 
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Table 4.6. FSM for Algorithm B-A at Node i 
FINITE-STATE-MACHINE FSM/ 
T12 Condition 12: 
Action 12: 
T13 Condition 13: 
Action 13: 
T21 Condition 21: 
Action 21 : 
T22 Condition 22: 
Action 22: 
CT=0. 
M 3 G ^ , m . = n ^ ,  d  ^ o o ,  org); CT=0.. 
d/ 4—minover {k: F•(k)=\JY',Nj(k)=\]\ 
send MSG^(n/,cf/,org) to all k € CT 1. 
iMSG {^l=p^ ,m, d = oo, org) or FAmz=o/)); 
d^  <—oo; if. MSG, then set n / *-nU; 
seod MSG^(n/,<i/.org) to all k € G/p/; 
p/ <-nil; CT ir-1. 
\l k ^ G„ holdsN/(k)=U 3k ^ G- with D/(k) ^d/; 
D^iph^.fxx. . * 
send MSG/(n/,ùf/,org) to p^', set pf *-k. that achieves 
min D/(k) over k Ç. GAM k Ç. G-, set N/(k) <—0; 
CT<- i .  '  '  
MSG^(/=p/, /z/ «m, d j^oo, org); CT=0. 
same as Actn 12. 
T23 Condition 23: 
Action 23: 
T32 Condition 32: 
Action 32: 
same as Cond. 13. 
same as Actn 13. 
E3 & % with Nhk)-\ , Dhk) OCL 
let k acnieyes mm Djik) oyer A: € G, with NHk)=\\ m in rA:
' / ^k : a/ i-rTn',.d/ ); 
send MS(yt»//,org) to all k 6 G./p^; CT *— 1. 
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4.3.2 Improved Source Routing Algorithm B-4 
This section describes an improved source routing algorithm (called 
Algorithm B-4) which is based on the next-node routing algorithm B-A 
discussed in the Sec. 4.3.1. The extension is very similar to the mechanism 
used in Source Routing Algorithm 4 in Sec. 3.4. 
New variables and messages introduced for Algorithm 4 are included in 
Algorithm B-4, but with slight modifications. They are described in Table 
4.7. Set variable pred/ is used to store a set of predecessors (corresponding to 
the current update cycle) of node i for destination j, and path / is used to store 
the optimal path from node i to node j.  Message PRED^(^m) is sent by node I 
when it selects node i as its preferred neighbor for destination j while the 
counter number at node / is m. When node i receives this message and m is 
equal to the counter number stored in /%/, I is added into the set pred/. 
Message ROUTE^(/,m,list) is sent from node I, which is the preferred neighbor 
of node i for destination j while the counter number at node I is m, when node I 
builds a complete path to destination j. The parameter " list" contains a 
complete path from node I to j. When node i receives this message and m is 
equal to the counter number stored in n /, node i appends its node id to " list" 
to form a complete path from it to destination j, stores this complete path into 
variable path /, and sends message ROUTE^(/; / ,path / ) to all predecessors 
currently stored in pred/. 
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In Algorithm B-A, the finite state machine FSM/ consists of three states -
SI, S2 and S3. The state variable s/ indicates the current state of FSM/. The 
transition from state S2 to SI indicates the proper completion of the current 
update cycle. When Algorithm B-A is extended to Algorithm B-4, this 
transition indicates the time to start phase (3) of the current update cycle from 
node i for all other nodes to build up complete paths to destination i.  
During phase (3), each node (in state S4) receives from its preferred 
neighbor a message ROUTE' which is carrying with a complete path from the 
sender to destination i, and propagates a new ROUTE' Cwith its node id added 
Table 4.7. New Variables and Messages for Algorithm B-4 
(a) New Variables of Node i 
Variable Name Meaning Domain of Values 
pred/ 
path/ 
set of predecessors for destination j 
optimal path to destination j 
set of node IDs 
list of node IDs 
(b) New Messages Received by Node i 
Message Format Meaning Domain of Values 
PREiya,m) 
ROUTE^a,m,llst) 
sent f rom node I when I selected 
node i as its preferred neighbor 
for destination j while its counter 
number is m 
list contains the optimal path 
from node I to node j while its 
counter number is m 
Z=l,2 NN 
Z=1,2,...,NN 
llst=list of node IDs 
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Into the path in the received ROUTE') to every predecessor. In order to 
maintain the correct information about predecessors, variable pred/ at node i 
(or predy' at node j for all j 7^0 must be initialized to empty during phase (1) 
(i.e., when the finite state machine FSM / or FSM/ enters state S2 either from 
SI or S3), and is updated during phase (2) (i.e., when node i or j receives 
PRED' from its neighbor). The finite state machines FSM^ and FSM/ are 
shown in Fig. 4.9 and 4.10 respectively. 
The formal specification of Algorithm B-4 running at node i consists of a 
detailed specification of message handlers and transitions of finite state 
machines FSM / corresponding to each destination j. The transitions are 
suspend 
phase(2) 
send 
route 
phased ) 
init. . 
pred/ 
suspend 
resume 
new phased) 
init. . 
pred/ 
Figure 4.9. Finite State Machine FSM/ for Algorithm B-4 
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triggered by the arrival of messages from neighboring nodes. We will describe 
modifications of Table 4.5 to construct Algorithm B-4. 
Since the initiation of a new update cycle for destination i itself (i.e., 
variable s/ is set to S2) is processed in steps <2c> and <3c>, we add the 
initialization of variables pred J' and prerf / in these steps. The completion of 
the current update cycle for destination i itself (i.e., variable s/ is set to SI) is 
processed in step <4c>, we add the sending of ROUTE message in this step. In 
addition, two message handlers for PREC/ and ROUTE^ are added. The 
specific changes are given as follows: 
lost path 
p/ <- nil 
lost path 
p/ •— nil phase(3) receive/send 
route > 
phase(l) 
init. . 
pred/ 
phase(2) 
send 
route 
logt path 
o/ «— nil 
new phased) 
init. . 
pred/ 
reestablish 
a path 
pred 
new phase( 1 ) 
init. . 
pred/ 
Figure4.10. Finite State Machine FSM/ for Algorithm B-4 
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(1) In steps <2c> and <3c> of Table 4.5, insert the statement 
pred/ 4-0; for all j ,  pred/ * -0 ;  
after the statement 
send MSG'(r^,0,f ) to all I € G-;. 
(2) In step <4c> of Table 4.5, insert the statement 
send ROUTE'Cr^-.pathto all p € pred/ 
after the statement 
s /  f -S l .  
(33 Add the following message handlers to those in Table 4.5: 
4.1)ForPREiy(/,m) 
(a) if m = n/, then set pred/ pred/ U {/}. 
4.2 ) For ROUTE^"(Z,m,list) 
(a) if m  =  n f ,  then 
path/ f-i @ list; 
send ROUTE^(N/.path/) to all p € pred/; 
CT +-0; execute FSM/. 
The transitions of FSM / (y ^ i) for Algorithm B-4 consist of all 
transitions (some suitably modified) described in Table 4.5 and three additional 
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transitions involving state S4. The modifications and extensions to the 
transitions are: 
(1) Modify the action parts of steps <5a>, <8a> and <10a> (transitions 
from state SI, S2 and S3 to state 52 respectively) by adding: 
pred/ *-0. 
( 2 )  Replace step <7> with the following statements (transition from state S2 
to S4): 
7 )  Cond. 24: V A: € G^, holds N / ( k ) = l ; B k  €  G -  with D / a )  
D} {pJ) ^ oa 
a) Actn. 24: send MSG/(,n/,cf/,org) to pj; set p^ *-k* that 
achieves 
min D^ik) over A: € G^; V ^ € G^ ,set N^ik) «-0; 
CT«-1; 
send PREiy(a/) to f /; s/ *-S4. 
(3) Add three new transitions (from state S4 to Si, 82, and S3 respectively): 
11) Cond. 41: ROUTE^ (Z,m,list) and m  =  n j .  
a) Actn. 41: s/ <-Sl; CT «- 1. 
12) Cond. 42 and Actn. 42: same as Cond. 12 and Actn. 12. 
13) Cond. 43 and Actn. 43: same as Cond. 13 and Actn. 13. 
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5 SHORTEST PATH ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
This section presents two distributed routing protocols (E-0 and E-A) for 
constructing shortest paths in networks. 
According to Merlin and Segall's Version O [23], each node in the 
destination tree obtains only an optimal path, rather than the shortest path, to 
SINK after the completion of an update cycle initiated from SINK when a 
topological change occurs. There is no guarantee that, from each node to SINK, 
the optimal path coincides with the shortest path. In this section, we 
introduce a new concept, called mini-cycles, which improves Version O as well 
as Version A in the recovery speed to obtain shortest paths after a topological 
change. Next-node routing algorithm E-0 is based on Version O, whereas the 
Next-node routing algorithm E-A is based on Version A. 
5.1 Shortest Path Next-Node Routing Algorithm E-O 
This section focuses on improving the recovery speed of Version O protocol 
of Merlin and Segall. After the completion of an update cycle initiated from 
the SINK node due to a topological change, each node, according to the protocol, 
in the destination tree obtains only an optimal path rather than the shortest 
path to a destination SINK. This is because during the propagation of phase 
( 1 ) of each update cycle, the estimated distance in the control message 
propagating uptree is computed based on only part, rather than all, of the 
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neighbors of node i.  In [23], Merlin and Segall proved that if the network 
topology remains fixed for a long period of time, then at most L cycles (where 
L is the height of the destination tree) are needed for all nodes to obtain their 
shortest paths to SINK. Those nodes that lie one hop f rom SINK obtain 
shortest paths at the end of the first of L update cycles. 
For example, Fig. 5.1a shows a network with 8 nodes and 12 links. Fig. 
5.1b, 5.1c and 5. Id show the destination tree rooted at node A at the 
completion of update cycles 1, 2 and 3 respectively. In Fig. 5.1b, only nodes B 
and D obtain their shortest paths, while others obtain only optimal paths. In 
Fig. 5.1c, nodes C, E, F and G also obtain their shortest paths. Finally, in Fig. 
5.Id, node H obtains the shortest path. 
In Version O, in order to obtain the shortest path for every node in the 
network, SINK must initiate L cycles. The problem is that SINK does not 
know the number L because it does not know the structure of the destination 
tree rooted at itself. Even though SINK can keep initiating new update cycles 
one by one, there is still a termination problem at the SINK node. In the 
following, we modify Version O such that L update cycles are incorporated into 
a single update cycle. The modified algorithm presented in this section is 
called Algorithm E-0. The improved version of this algorithm, called 
Algorithm E-A, will be presented in Sec. 5.2. 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 5.1. Optimal Path and Shortest Path Trees 
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5.1.1 Informai Description 
This section describes how L consecutive update cycles in Version 0 are 
incorporated into one update cycle in Algorithm E-0. We call each update 
cycle a major cycle which is being split into L consecutive minor cycles with 
the same counter number. In Version 0, L update cycles are initiated from the 
SINK node. However, in Algorithm E-0, the L minor cycles (except the first 
one) are initiated from nodes other than the SINK node. The /r-th minor cycle 
is initiated from those nodes that lie ^-1 hops from SINK in the destination 
tree. We call this cycle level-^ minor cycle. 
Consider a network with several nodes. At the beginning, SINK starts the 
level-1 minor cycle. This minor cycle propagates uptree to the leaves during 
phase ( 1 ), and propagates downtree to SINK during phase (2). At the 
completion of the level-1 minor cycle, those nodes (say set HI ) that lie only 1 
hop from SINK obtain their shortest paths to SINK. Then each node in set HI 
starts the level-2 minor cycle. Following the same procedure for the level-2 
minor cycle as for the level-1, minor cycles of level-2 will be completed at each 
node in set HI. When the level-2 minor cycle is completed at each node in set 
HI, those nodes (say set H2) that lie 2 hops from SINK obtain their shortest 
paths to SINK, and they start the level-3 minor cycle. After the completion of 
k minor cycles, those nodes that lie k or less hops from SINK on the destination 
tree will have their shortest paths to SINK. Eventually, when the level-L 
minor cycle (where L is the height of the tree of the shortest paths from each 
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node to SINK) is completed at all the leaf nodes that lie L hops from SINK, 
every node obtains the shortest path to SINK. 
Fig. 5.2a shows a destination tree rooted at the SINK node. The 
destination tree consists of three branches (subtrees) with different heights for 
their branches. Fig. 5.2b shows the propagation, indicated by dashed lines, of 
each minor cycle. The higher level minor cycles propagate only among those 
nodes that are closer to the leaves. During the propagation of minor cycles, 
some nodes may attach to different branches at different times depending on 
the time of the arrival of each minor cycle. For example, node H, in the 
network shown in Fig. 5.1a, belongs to the subtree rooted at node C at the 
completion of the level-1 minor cycle (shown in Fig. 5.1b). However, node H 
belongs to the subtree rooted at node B at the completion of the level-2 minor 
cycle (shown in Fig. 5.1c). Such interactions between branches cause the tree 
structure to be rearranged. 
If a topological change occurs during the propagation of a minor cycle, at 
least one REQ message will arrive at SINK. On receiving an REQ message, the 
SINK node will start a new major cycle with a higher counter number. This 
mechanism is the same as that in Version O. 
We introduce a new boolean variable " flag" at each node for Algorithm E-
O. If the value of variable "flag" is T(true), then variable "d" at this node 
contains the distance for the shortest path to SINK. If, on the other hand, the 
value of variable "flag" is F(false), variable "d" at this node contains the 
distance for an optimal path to SINK rather than the shortest one. This 
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Figure 5.2. Propagation of Minor Cycles 
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variable is initialized to F at each node whenever a new major cycle with a 
higher counter number arrives. After the completion of the level-/: minor 
cycle, those nodes that lie k hops f rom SINK on the destination tree obtain 
their shortest paths to SINK, and the local variable "flag" for each is set to T. 
Consider the destination tree shown in Fig. 5.3. Suppose that node A 
lying ^-1 hops from SINK obtains the shortest path to SINK, i.e., the value of 
its variable " flag" is T. Node A starts the level-A: minor cycle from itself. 
When the level-/: minor cycle is completed at node A, nodes B and C (which are 
one hop away from node A) obtain the shortest paths to SINK through the 
Level 1 
Level k 
Level k+\ 
Figure 5.3. Destination Tree at the Completion of the Level-* Minor Cycle 
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preferred neighbor node A. Node D, which is two hops away from node A on 
the destination tree, obtains only an optimal path to SINK. Since the level-* 
minor cycle is initiated from node A, only node A can recognize its 
completion. We need a mechanism to let nodes B, C and D learn of the 
situation. 
We introduce a new message, called DONE, for this purpose. When node 
A recognizes the completion of the level-* minor cycle, it sends DONE messages 
to all neighbors indicating that no further message with the same counter 
number will be sent to them through the connecting links. We also introduce 
a new value QUIET for variables N^C/) associated with each neighboring link 
(z,/). When node i receives a DONE message from its neighbor I, the algorithm 
sets NjXO to QUIET indicating that node / has completed its minor cycle and no 
more messages with the same counter number will be sent from neighbor I 
through the connecting link. 
The arrival of a DONE message at node B (or node C) from the preferred 
neighbor node A signals the completion of the level-* minor cycle. So when 
node B (or node C) receives message DONE, it sets N^(A) (or Ng(A)) to 
QUIET, sets its local variable "flag" to T, and starts the level-(*+l) minor cycle 
for itself. The arrival of the DONE message at node D will not cause node D 
to start a higher level minor cycle because node A is not its preferred 
neighbor. So when node D receives a DONE message, node D only sets its 
variable N^(A) to QUIET. 
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If the value of variable N^.(/) is QUIET, node i will not expect any message 
with the same counter number coming from neighbor I. So neighbor node I 
will be excluded from the set of neighbors which still keep exchanging messages 
and acknowledgements with node i. Furthermore, node i will think that it has 
received all messages and acknowledgements associated with all the higher level 
minor cycles f rom node I. 
5.1.2 Formal Specification 
The formal specification of Algorithm E-0 consists of two parts. Each 
part describes message handlers and a detailed specification of the transitions of 
the finite state machine at a node. The finite state machine described in the 
first part is running at the SINK node, whereas the finite state machine 
described in the second part is running at an arbitrary node i. The new 
variable introduced at each node and the new message for Algorithm E-0 are 
listed in Table 5.1. 
There are two states and three transitions in the finite state machine at the 
SINK node. This finite state machine is shown in Fig. 5.4. When SINK 
receives an REQ message, SINK starts the level-1 minor cycle of the major cycle 
with a higher counter number. The transition for starting a new level-1 minor 
cycle is either T12 or T22 depending on whether the previous level-1 minor 
cycle is completed at the SINK node or not. If the previous level-1 minor 
cycle was completed, the FSM must be in state SI; thus, transition T12 starts 
the new level-1 minor cycle. Otherwise, the previous level-1 minor cycle is 
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Table 5.1. New Variable and Message for Algorithm E-0® 
(a) New Variable for the Algorithm of Node i 
Variable Name Meaning Domain of Values 
flag = T, d^ contains the shortest path 
= F, d^. contains an optimal path 
T(true),F(false) 
(b) New Message Received by the Algorithm of Node i 
Message Format Meaning Domain of Values 
DONE(/,m) sent from node I to predecessors 
indicating the completion of a minor cycle 
initiated from I 
/=1,2 NN 
m=0,1,2,,.. 
^It is assumed that the network consists of NN nodes. 
Figure 5.4. Finite State Machine at the SINK Node 
still propagating among those nodes in the destination tree, the FSM must be in 
state S2, and the transition T22 starts the new level-1 minor cycle. 
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At the completion of the current level-1 minor cycle, the SINK node sends 
a DONE message to all neighbors in order to notify them about the completion 
of the level-1 minor cycle. Note that the value of the local variable "flag" at 
the SINK node is always T since the SINK node always has the shortest path to 
itself which is of length 0. 
The specification of the algorithm for the SINK node consists of the 
specification of SINK described in Table 4 of [23] and the following 
modifications and extensions: 
(1) Add a message handler: 
For DONECZ.ml 
if m = then set «—QUIET. 
(2) Modify the action of transition T21 by adding: 
send DONE(n^^^^) to all k s. t. F^.(*)=UP. 
For the algorithm of an arbitrary node i,  assume that node i lies k-l hops 
from SINK on the destination tree. For the minor cycles of level-(A:-l ) or less, 
node i performs the same finite state machine as in Version O. During this 
period, the value of the local variable "flag" is F for node i, indicating that the 
path is only an optimal path to SINK rather than the shortest path. 
When node i receives a message DONE from one of its nonpreferred 
neighbors I, node i just sets N^.(0 to QUIET. However, when node i receives a 
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DONE message from its preferred neighbor, say node 7 ,  in addition to the 
setting of N^(/) to QUIET, node i executes a finite state machine similar to that 
for SINK. The actions performed by the finite state machine include ( 1 ) 
setting the local variable "flag" to T, (2) starting the level-A: minor cycle for 
itself, and (3) entering a state like state S2 of the finite state machine for 
SINK. When node i starts the level-/: minor cycle, only those variables N^CZ) 
not equal to QUIET are initialized to nil. 
During the propagation of the level-/: minor cycle, node i should be able to 
determine the completion of this minor cycle. Since the neighbor I with Ny(Z) 
equal to QUIET will not send any acknowledgement for the level-/: minor 
cycle, node i is awaiting acknowledgements only from those neighbors I with 
Nj(/) not equal to QUIET. When this minor cycle is completed at node i (i.e., 
node i has received an acknowledgement from all neighbors except those 
neighbors I with N^.(/) equal to QUIET), node i does not send an 
acknowledgement to its preferred neighbor because this minor cycle is initiated 
from itself. Instead, node i sends a DONE message to all neighbors indicating 
the completion of the level-/: minor cycle initiated from itself. At this 
moment, node i not only obtains the shortest path to SINK but also completes 
its level-/: minor cycle. 
The finite state machine for an arbitrary node i is shown in Fig. 5.5. The 
value of the variable "flag" is F when node i is in state S2, S2 or S3; the value is 
T when node i is in state S4; and the value can be either T or F when node i is 
in state SI, depending on which level of minor cycle is propagating. During 
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/ 
flag=F flag=T / 
\ 
Figure 5.5. Finite State Machine for an Arbitrary Node i 
the propagation of the minor cycles of level-(^-l) or less, the value of the 
variable "flag" is F when node i is in state SI. When node i receives a DONE 
message from its preferred neighbor, node i enters state S4 and changes the 
value to T. "When node i goes back to state SI, the value remains T until a 
higher major cycle arrives. 
Before the completion of the level-A: minor cycle, node i may receive a 
higher major cycle coming from its neighbors, or detect a tree link (or a non-
tree link) failure. In order to take care of such events, the transitions from 
state S4 to states 52, S2 and S3 must be included. These transitions are 
similar to the transitions T22, T22 and T23 respectively, except that the 
setting of the variable " flag" to F should be added. 
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The specification of the algorithm for an arbitrary node i consists of that 
described in Tables 2 and 3 of [23] and the following modifications and 
extensions: 
(1) Add the following message handlers: 
For DONE(/.m) 
if m = mx^., then set N^.(/) QUIET; 
if I = p^, then: 
CT +-0; 
Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
(2) Replace the condition part of transition T12 with: 
Cond. 12: ((if flag=F, then MSG(m=n^., d 5^00, l=p^) 
or (if flag=T, then MSG(m>n^, d ?ioo, l=Pj) ) ,  CT=0. 
(3) Replace the following statement in the action part of transition T12: 
*- min D^.(^) over k s.t. F^{k) = UP and N-(k)=m 
with 
if flag=F, then d. 4—min D^.{^) over* s.t. F.(k) = UP and iN.(k)=m 
or N/k)^QVlEr) 
if flag=T, then d- *- min D.{.k) over k s.t. F-(k) = UP and N-(k)=m 
and add the following statement 
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if flag = T, then set flag *—F; \ /k  s.t. /V^.f/:)=QUIET, set N.(k)  *— 
(4) Modify the action part of transitions T22, T22 and T32 by adding: 
flag 4- F; 
V k s.t. N/k)=QUlET, set N/k) *-nU 
(5) Modify the condition part of transition T21: 
Cond. 21: V ^ s.t. F^(k) = UP and N.(k) QUIET, 
then N-(k)=n.=mx.' 
3 k s.t. F.(k) = UP and D.(k) ^d.; 
if CT = 0, then MSG; D.Cpp ^oa 
(6) Replace the following statement in the action part of transition T21: 
V k s.t. Fi(k) = UP, set N^(k) *-nil 
with 
V k  s.t. F f k )  = UP and QUIET, set N.(k) i-nil 
(7) Add five new transitions T14, T41, T42, T45 and T43 as follows: 
T14 Cond. 14: DONE(^=/J^., m=mxp. 
Actn. 14: same as Actn. 12; flag T. 
T41 Cond. 41: V & s.t. F / k )  =  UP and N / k )  QUIET, 
then N-(k)=ni=mx.-, 
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3 k s.t. F^(k) = UP and D^(k) 
if CT = 0. then MSG: D f p . )  o o .  
* 
Actn. 41: set *-k that achieves min D^ik) over k s.t. F^k) 
= UP; 
send DONE(/ïp to all k s.t. F^(k) = UP. 
T42 Same as T22. 
T42 Same as T22. 
T43 Same as T23. 
5.1.3 Properties and Discussion 
A series of lemmas and a theorem are given below to demonstrate the 
properties of the protocol. In lemmas 1 to 4, we assume that the network 
topology remains fixed for the duration of a major cycle. Let SP denote the 
tree of the shortest paths f rom each node to SINK, and denote the tree of 
the optimal paths from each node to SINK after the completion of the level-/: 
minor cycle. 
Lemma 1: After a major cycle with counter number is initiated from the 
SINK node, within a finite time the level-1 minor cycle will be completed at 
SINK. 
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Proof : 
This is trivially true because the level-1 minor cycle is exactly the same as the 
update cycle in Version O, and the completion of an update cycle in Version O 
was proved in [23]. 
Lemma 2: After the completion of the level-1 minor cycle, each node i that lies 
1 hop from SINK on Ofy will have its local variable "flag" equal to T and 
N .(SINK) equal to QUIET. 
Proof : 
When the SINK node recognizes the completion of the level-1 minor cycle, 
according to modified transition T21, SINK sends a DONE message to all its 
neighbors. On receiving that message from SINK, according to the message 
handler for DONE, node i sets N^.(SINK) to QUIET and performs transition 
T14; thus, node i sets the local variable "flag" to T and initiates a minor cycle 
(the level-2 minor cycle) from itself. 
Lemma 3: After the completion of the level-1 minor cycle, within a finite time 
the level-2 minor cycle will be completed at those nodes that lie 1 hop from 
SINK on OP J. 
Proof : 
The propagation of the level-2 minor cycle is similar to the update cycle in 
Version O except for the following difi'erence. We will describe the difference 
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at node i that lies 1 hop from SINK on OP^ if node a neighbor of node i,  has 
sent a DONE message to all its neighbors, node j will not participate in the 
current update cycle (at any level) any longer. This is because of the condition 
for transition T12. In other words, if node j has already sent a message DONE 
to its neighbors, the algorithm at the node must have performed the transition 
T41; thus, node j must be in state SI and its local variable "flag" equal to T. 
So the only message that can trigger node j to participate in the update cycle is 
an update message with a higher counter number. However, node i, having 
received a message DONE from node j, has already set N^.(_/ ) to QUIET (i.e., 
node i does not expect any acknowledgement coming from node j.) The 
condition for the completion of the level-2 minor cycle at node i excludes 
checking those neighbors I with N^.(Z) equal to QUIET. This is according to the 
condition for transitions T21 and T41. 
Lemma 4: After the major cycle with counter number ^^INK initiated from 
the SINK node, there is a finite number L such that, after the completion of the 
level-(L+l) minor cycle at those nodes that lie L hops from SINK on OPj^, all 
N^.(Z) at every node i for every neighbor I are equal to QUIET. At this 
moment, 0?^,+/ coincides with SP. 
Proof : 
Each node that lies k hops from SINK on SP will initiate the level-A:+l minor 
cycle from itself, and, after the completion of that minor cycle, the node sends 
a DONE message to all its neighbors. Let L be the height of the tree SP. 
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Then, after the completion of the level-CL+l) minor cycle, each node will 
receive at least one DONE from each neighbor, and set the corresponding 
variable N(.) to QUIET. This completes the proof of the first part. Next we 
will show that coincides with SP, After the completion of the level-1 
minor cycle, those nodes that lie 1 hop from SINK on SP will have their 
preferred neighbors pointing to SINK, i.e., they will have the same paths to 
SINK as those in OP^. Those nodes will remain invariant on for# greater 
than 1. Suppose that the level-/: minor cycle is complete, those nodes that lie 
/t-l hops from SINK on SP will be on OP^. After the completion of the 
level-zt+l minor cycle, those nodes that lie k hops from SINK on SP will have 
their preferred neighbors pointing to one of those nodes that lies A'-l hops from 
SINK on SP. They will have the same paths to SINK as those on 
because those nodes that lie /t-1 hops from SINK on SP remain invariant on 
OP^^y. By induction, OP^+y coincides with SP because L is the height of the 
tree SP. 
Theorem 7: If a topological change of order m occurs, a new major cycle with 
will be or has been started. It takes h(h+l) steps for the major 
cycle to obtain SP where h is the height of the tree SP. 
Proof : 
If a topological change occurs, at least one REQ message will arrive at the SINK 
node; thus, SINK will initiate, if not initiated yet, a new update cycle with a 
higher counter number. This level-1 minor cycle with higher counter number 
will force every node in the network to set its local variable " flag" to F, and 
discard any information belonging to the previous major cycle. This Is 
accomplished in transitions T12 and T42. From lemma 3, the level-A^ minor 
cycle is initiated from those nodes that lie *-l hops from SINK on OP^ and is 
only propagating among uptree nodes. It takes 2((h+l)-k) steps to complete 
the level-/: minor cycle, one for the propagation of phase (1), and the other for 
phase (2). From lemma 4, it takes (h+l )  minor cycles (level-1, level-2 and 
level- ( / 2 + / ) )  to obtain SP\ thus, the number of steps required is 2h+2(h-lh...-^2, 
i . e . ,  h(h+l) .  
From theorem 1, the recovery speed of Algorithm E-0 is h(h+I) .  
Although the order estimate still remains O(h^) ,  the algebraic number is 
reduced to about one half since the number of steps required for recovery in 
Version O is 2h^ {2h steps for each of h cycles are needed [23]). 
5.2 Shortest Path Next-Node Routing Algorithm E-A 
The ideas exploited in the construction of Algorithm E-0 are also applied 
to Version A, and the resulting algorithm is called Algorithm E-A. Since the 
idea can be applied to Version A without any change, we will not repeat the 
details again. The only difiFerence is in the Implementation of the variable 
"flag" and the message DONE. In Algorithm E-A, each node maintains an 
array of variable "flag" with each entry corresponding to a destination; the 
DONE message should explicitly specify the destination to which it 
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corresponds. 
In the following, we give the formal specification of Algorithm E-A. It 
consists of the specification of variables, messages, message handlers and finite 
state machines. These specifications consist of those in Table I in [32] with the 
modifications discussed below. 
The new variable introduced at each node and the new message for this 
algorithm are listed in Table 5.2. 
The modifications of the message handlers are as follows: 
(1) Add the following statement in step <4c>: 
Table 5.2. New Variable and Message for Algorithm E-A® 
(a) New Variable for the Algorithm of Node i 
Variable Name Meaning Domain of Values 
flag/ = T, d^. contains the shortest path 
to destination j from i 
= F, dy contains an optimal path 
to destination j from i 
T(true),F(false) 
(b) New Message Received by the Algorithm of Node i 
Message Format Meaning Domain of Values 
DONE^a.m) sent f rom node I to predecessors 
indicating the completion of a minor cycle 
for destination j initiated from I 
Z=l,2 NN 
in=0,1,2,... 
®It is assumed that the network consists of NN nodes. 
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send D0NE'C/?P to all k G G^. 
(2) Add the following message handlers: 
For DONE'(Z.y7i) 
if m = R^, then set n/(/) <-QUIET. 
For DONE^(/.m) 
if m = R^, then set N/(0 QUIET; 
if I = P! , then: 
CT^-0; 
Execute FSM J. 
The modifications for the finite state machine FSM f are as follows: 
(1) Replace Cond. 12 in Step <5> with: 
Cond. 12: ((if Sag/-F, then MSG/(m=/?^., d ?^oo, l=p^)) 
or (if flag/=T, then MSG^(m>/?j-, d /)), CT=0. 
(2) Replace the following statement in Actn. 12 in step <5a>: 
<—min D/(A:) over k  s.t. F^(k)  = UP and (&)=1 
with 
if flag /=F, then cf / <- min D /{k)  over k  s.t. F^(k)  = UP and 
(A^/a)=l or A^/a)=QUIET) 
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if flag/^T, then (i / min D^ik)  over k  s.t. F.(k )  = UP and 
NJ(k)=l  
and add the following statement 
if flag/ = T, then set flag/<—F; V ^ s.t. A^/(A')=QUIET, set Nj^(k) <— 
nil 
(3) Modify Actn. 22 in step <Ba> and Actn. 32 in step <10a> by adding: 
f l a g /  f - F ;  
V k  s.t. A^/a)=QUIET, set Nfik )  *-n i l  
(4) Modify Cond. 21 in step <7> as follows: 
Cond. 21: V and N^ik)  QUIET, holds A^/('^)=l; 
3 ^  € Gj- with D /ft) <cf/ : /)/(/;/) ^oo. 
(5) Replace the following statement in the Actn. 21 in step <7a>: 
V t ( Gj-, set N^ik)  *—ni l  
with 
V * 6 G^ and N^(k)  5»^ QUIET, set N/ik )  *—ni l  
(6) Add four new transitions (T14, T41, T42 and T43) as follows: 
T14 Cond. 14: DONE^(/=p/,m=/?.). 
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Actn. 14: same as Actn. 12; Sag/ <—T. 
T41 Cond. 41: V ^ € G. and N/(k)  ^ QUIET,  then NJ(k)=U 
3  6 G.  and  D/(k)  <Û Î / ;  
Actn. 41: set p-^  * -k  that achieves min ZP/V/:) over k  € G^; 
send DONE^Up to all k € G.. 
T42 Same as T22. 
T43 Same as T23. 
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6 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
In this section, f uture research directions in the area of routing algorithms 
for networks are discussed. Some important research areas include; 
( 1 ) Estimating the computational complexity of routing algorithms. 
The algorithms presented in this dissertation are designed to accomplish 
the routing function, one of the services provided by the network layer in the 
ISO/OS I reference model. The design focused on some important and desirable 
properties such as distributed computation, failsafe operation, loop-freeness, 
and boundedness. The computational complexity of these algorithms is 
ignored. However, determining the complexity is still an important task. 
Determining the complexity of distributed algorithms is difiBcult. It depends 
not only on the number of nodes in the network, but also on the asynchrony 
and delay in neighboring nodes. So far, little is known about the complexity 
of parallel algorithms. This is an active research area. 
(2) Reducing the size of route tables. 
As communication networks grow in size, the route tables maintained by 
the routing algorithms become larger and larger. This increases the time to 
access route tables. In recent years, a scheme has been proposed, called 
hierarchical routing, to give economy-size route tables. Groups of neighboring 
nodes are designated as belonging to node clusters. In order to travel from a 
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source to a destination in another cluster, the route specified in route tables in 
the nodes will indicate the path to be traversed to reach the destination 
cluster. Only when the destination cluster is entered will the route table 
specify the path to reach the required destination node itself. Thus route 
tables in each node contain two different kinds of information. First, for the 
nodes in the same cluster of which the node is a member, the information 
consists of the paths to be used in reaching them. Second, for all other nodes 
in other clusters, only cluster entries are represented in route tables. Various 
hierarchical routing methods were presented [15, 14] to achieve reduction in the 
size of the route tables. The next step is to apply the hierarchical routing 
method to the algorithms presented in this dissertation. 
(3) Understanding stability of routing algorithms under dynamic conditions. 
The algorithms discussed in this dissertation are failsafe: that is, when a 
topological change occurs at a node (or link), the algorithm running at that 
node will propagate such information to trigger all other nodes in the network 
to take the appropriate action. Eventually, the algorithm will terminate and 
update route tables to adapt to the current topology. When algorithms 
running at every node terminate, all nodes become inactive, and no message 
belonging to the routing algorithm is in transit in a network. We call this 
situation the stable state of a network. If no more topological change occurs in 
a network, it will take some finite time for the network to become a stable 
state. There are two possible characteristics of the transition from one stable 
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state to another stable state. One is that every node in the network reacts 
quickly to topological changes and becomes stable within a short period of 
time. The other is that control messages propagate through the entire network 
several times and each node takes a longer time to become stable. The former 
case is preferable for a large network. It is important to understand the 
stability of routing algorithms. 
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9 APPENDIX A 
Segall Version O Routing Protocol 
Since several algorithms (Algorithms 1, B-0, B-1 and E-0) discussed in 
this dissertation are related to the Segall Version O routing protocol [22], a 
complete specification of this protocol is reproduced [22] below for the 
convenience of readers. For discussion of this protocol, see [22]. 
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(a) Variables of the Algorithm at Node 
Variable Name Meaning Domain of Values 
Pi preferred neighbor nil, l ,2....,NN 
estimated distance from SINK oo, 1,2,3 
^il estimated weight of link (z,/) 1,2,3,... 
current cycle number 0,1,2,3,... 
mxy largest number m received by node i 0,1,2,3,... 
CT control flag 0,1 
Np last number m received from I after 
i completed last update cycle 
nil,0, l ,2,... 
D/l )  d+d^, for last d received from I oo, 1,2,... 
FID status of link {id) DOWN,READY,UP 
z.(/) synchronization number used by 
node i to bring link {i,l) up 
0,1,2,... 
(b) Messages Received by the Algorithm at Node i 
Message Format Meaning Domain of Values 
MSGCm.d,/) updating message from I 1=1,2 NN 
m=0, l ,2,... 
d=o^0,1,2 ,.*• 
FAIL(Z) failure detected on link (i,l) I =1,2,...,NN 
WAKECO link (i,/) becomes operational I =1,2,...,NN 
REQ(m) request for new update cycle with m=0,1,2,.4, 
^It is assumed that the network is composed by NN nodes. 
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ALGORITHM FOR THE SINK - MESSAGE HANDLER 
For REQ(m) 
CT4-O: 
Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
For FMUl)  
F / l )  4-DOWN; 
CT-O; 
Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
For MSG(m,d,Z) 
N/l )  <— m; 
CT4-O; 
Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
For WAKE(Z) 
(Comment: F.fZ)=DOWN) 
if SINK and L agree to open link(SINK,/), then 
F/ l )  i -READY;  
CT4-O: 
Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
For START 
CT 4-0; 
Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
ALGORITHM FOR THE SINK - FINITE STATE MACHINE TRANSITIONS 
T12 Cond. 12 (CT-0) and (REQ(m=n^^^^) or FAIL or WAKE or START). 
Actn. 12 if (REQ or FAIL or WAKE), then <—+ 1; 
V k  s.t. FXk)  = READY, then FXk)  •-UP; Nfk)  ^ nil; 
transmit MSG(nj,yj^j^,0) to all k s.t. F/k) = UP; CT *-1. 
T21 Cond. 21 V ^ s.t. = UP, then MSG. 
Actn. 21 V ^ s.t. F/k)  = UP, then N/k)  <—nil; CT «- 1. 
T22 Cond. 22 (CT=0) and (REQ(m=n^^^^) or FAIL or WAKE). 
Actn. 22 Same as Action 12. 
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ALGORITHM FOR AN ARBITRARY NODE i - MESSAGE HANDLER 
For REQ(m) 
if Pj. nil, then send REQ(m) to p^.. 
For FAIL(Z) 
F/ l )  4-DOWN; 
CT4-O; 
Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE; 
if Pj. 9^ nil, then send REQ(m) to Py. 
For MSG(m,d,/) 
if Fj( l )  = READY, then F/ l )  «- UP; 
(Comment: m >Z.(Z)); 
N.( l )  «-m; 
Dj( l )  <- d + d^.^: 
mx. <-max{m,mx 
CTLO; 
Execute FINITE-STATE-MACHINE. 
For WAKE(/) 
(Comment: F/^>=DOWN) 
if i and I agree to open link(z,/), then 
ZW <-max{n.,n.); 
r - ( l )  *— READY ; 
Nil )  4-nil; 
if p^. 9^ nil. then send REQ(Z^(Z)) to py. 
ALGORITHM FOR AN ARBITRARY NODE / -
FINITE STATE MACHINE TRANSITIONS 
T12 Cond. 12 MSG(m=mXj., d^ oo^/=pp,CT=0. 
Comm. 12m "^n.. 
Actn. 12 d^ min D-(k)  over k  s.t. F.(k )=lJP and N^(k)=m;  
n • +- m; 
V k  s.t. FXk)  = READY if n . > ZXk), 
then F/k)  «-UP, N/k)  «-nil; 
transmit MSG(n .,d ) to all k  s.t. F/k)  = UP and k ^ p .; 
CTf-1. '  '  
T13 Cond. 13 (MSG(m, d=oo, l=p.) or FAIL(Z=pp),CT=0. 
Comm. 13 if MSG, then m ^n^. 
Actn. 13 d . «-00; if MSG, then n . <—m; 
Yk s.t. F.(k )  = READY if n^. > Zfk) ,  
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then F/k)  «-UP, Nfk)  <-nll; 
transmit MSG(n^.,dp to all k s.t. F^(k) = UP and k 7^ p^.; 
T21 Cond. 21 Vs.t. F/fc) = UP, then iV-C/:)=n =mx.: 
3 k  s.t. Flk)  = UP and D.(k) < d^^^; 
if CT =0. then MSG: 
D .(pp oa 
Comm. 21 d^. 00, p^. 5»^ nil. 
Actn. 21 transnyt MSG(n .,dp to p^; 
p. «-k that achieves min D.(k)  over k  s.t. F.f^)=UP; 
V k s.t. F^(k) = UP, then N^{k) «—nil; CT <— I. 
T22 Cond. 22 MSG(m=mx^.> n^, d?4x), Z=pp,CT=0. 
Actn. 22 Same as Action 12. 
T22 Cond. 22 FAIL(Z pp,CT=0. 
Actn. 22 CT^l. 
T23 Same as T13 
T32 Cond. 32 3 k  s.t. F^(k)  =  UP, mx^A^^CA^) > n^; D.(k)  oa 
Comm. 32p—nil, d^ = 00. 
Actn. 32 Let k achieve min D'(k)  over k  s.t. F-(k)=VP and N.(k)=mxr ,  
p . <-k*; n . 4-mx .; d. «-D .(k*); 
V t s.t. FU) = READY if n . >Z.(k), 
then F/k)  «-UP, N.(k)  «-nil; 
transmit MSG(n .,d J to all k  s.t. F-(k)  = UP and k 5^ p.; 
CT«-1. ' ' 
T22 Same as T22 
T23 Same as T13 
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10 APPENDIX B 
Segall Version A Routing Protocol 
Since several algorithms (Algorithms B-A', 4, B-A and E-A) discussed in 
this dissertation are related to the Segal 1 Version A routing protocol [32], a 
complete specification of this protocol is reproduced [32] below for the 
convenience of readers. For discussion of this protocol, see [32]. 
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(a) Variables of the Algorithm at Node 
j Variable Name Meaning Domain of Values 
P/ preferred neighbor to destination J nil,1,2 NN 
d/ estimated distance to destination j  { j ^ i )  cx>,l,2,... 
^il estimated distance on link 1,2,.,. 
current counter number for j (all j) 0,1,2 
node z's counter number 0,1,2,... 
CT control flag 0,1 
N/( l )  = 1 if I received message with m = 
f rom I about j for current update cycle; 
= 0 otherwise (all j) 0.1 
D/( l )  d+d.. for last d received from I about 
y (afl /)  oo, l,2,... 
F/ l )  status of link { i , l )  DOWN,UP 
state of node i about destination j (all ; ) Si,S2,S3 
^It is assumed that the network is composed of NN nodes. 
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(b) Messages Received by the Algorithm at Node i  
Message Format Meaning Domain of Values 
MSG^a.m.d) updating message f rem I about j  /=1,2 NN 
m=0» 1,2 
d=oo,0,l,2,... 
_/=l ,2,...,NN 
FAIL(/) failure detected on link (z,/) Z=l,2 NN 
WAKE(/) link (/,/) becomes operational Z=1,2,...,NN 
START internal message to start a new cycle 
(can be received only if s/ = SI) 
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ALGORITHM FOR NODE / 
Note: G^ denotes collection of all neighbors I' of z for which ^=UP. 
1 ) Node i becomes operational 
a) 4—UP for all operating adjacent links (/,/') with I' operating 
b) «-DOWN for all nonoperating adjacent links or those 
links ii,l' ) with C nonoperating 
c) NhV)  4-0, n/  4-0 for all ; and I '  € G,; /?,• 4-0; s/ 4-Sl; s/ 4-S3 for 
a l l y # !  
d) deliver WAKE(/' ) at i, and WAKE(:) at V, for all I' € G .. 
2) For FAIL(/) or WAKE(/) or START 
a) if FAIL, then R- 4- /?. + 1 ; F-IL) 4- DOWN; 
b) if WAKE, then FFL) 4-UP; /?• 4-max {R.,RJ\ +1 ; 
c) if FAIL or WAKE, then N.Ùl ' )  4—0 for all j  and I '  € G^; 
d )  s 4 -  S 2 ;  s e n d  M S G ' ( / ? ^ . , 0 )  t o  a l l  I '  €  G  • ;  
e) if FAIL, then \l k set CT 4—0 and execute FSM A, 
3) For MSG^(/,m,d), j ^ i 
a) 4—d + d^Y 
b) if m = Rj^, then /v/fZ) <— 1 
c) if m > then R. 4- m; nHi') 4-0 for all j and V € G ; same as 
<2d>;W^4z)4_l' 
d) CT 4—0; execute FSM^Â 
4) For MSG'(Z,m,d) 
a) D/fZ) 4-d + d.^ 
b) if m = R^, then yv/(Z) *— 1 
c) if V r € G. ,  holds = 1, then s/ = S1;V Z' € G^., set A^/(Z') 4-0. 
FSM/ 
5) Cond. 12: MSG'(/=p/,m=/?^,d 5^ oo); CT=0. 
a)  Actn. 12: d/ 4—min D^(k)  over  \ k \  F^(k)=\2? ,Nl (k )=\ \ \  n/ 4—m; 
send MSG^(n/,d/) to all k € G^p/; CT 4-1. 
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6) Cond. 13: (MSG^(Z=p/,in,d=oo) or FAlUZ=p/)); CT=0. 
a) Comm. 13: if MSG, then m ^n/. 
b) Actn. 13: d/ if MSG, then set n/ <—m; send MSG^(n/,d/) to 
all k € G./p/: p/ i-nil', CT<-1. 
7) Cond. 21: V * 6 G-, holds N/(k)=U3k e G^ with Z>/a) <d/; Z)/(p/) 5»^ 
OOL 
a) Actn. 21: send MSG^(n/,d/) to p/; set p/ *—k that achieves 
min D-^(k) over k ^ k £ G^, set N-Mk) <—0; CT «- 1. 
8) Cond. 22: MSG^a=p/, m=/?.>n/, d oo); CT=0. 
a) Actn. 22: same as Actn 12. 
9) Cond. 23: same as Cond. 13. 
a) Actn. 23: same as Actn 13. 
10) Cond. 32:3 * ( Gy with N/(k)=] . ,  Dj (k )  ^ oo ,  
a) Actn. 32: let k*  achieves min over k  € G^ with NJ(k )=l ;  
p/ *-k*; n/ <-/?,•: d/ *-D/ik ); send MSG^(n/,d/) to all k  € G./p/; I I I I I II t I 
CT «-1. 
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11 APPENDIX C 
Jaffe-Moss Routing Algorithm 
Since several algorithms (Algorithms 2, 3 and E-1) discxassed in this 
dissertation are related to the Jaffe-Moss routing algorithm [12], a complete 
specification of this algorithm is reproduced [12] below for the convenience of 
readers. For discussion of this algorithm, see [12]. 
(a) Variables for the Algorithm at Node A 
Variable Name Meaning 
NN(DES) 
C*(DES) 
C(DES,5p 
l^/A,DES) 
preferred neighbor 
optimal cost to DES 
the cost to DES along the neighbor 
bit vector of outstanding acknowledgements 
corresponding to the neighbor 
(b) Messages Received by the Algorithm at Node A 
Message Format Meaning 
MSG(DES,C,0) 
MSG(DES,C,1) 
ACK(DES) 
update message with a decreased cost C 
update message with an increased cost C 
acknowledgement 
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Normal State 
1) If i4 receives MSG(DES,C,0) from neighbor 5^. 
a) setC('A.DES,5p = C + c?M,5p 
b) reevaluate A'M/l.DES) and C*Cyl,DES) in light of a) 
if the lowest cost to DES has changed, then 
update A'Myl.DES) and C*(A,DES); 
send MSG(DES,C,0) to all neighbors. 
r) If d(AMj) decreases, 
do for all DES's: 
a) set CM,DES,5p = CU,DES,5p + A 
b) do l)b). 
2) If A receives MSG(DES,C,1) from and A^M^.DES) 
a) set a^,DES,5p = C + diAM^) 
b) send ACK(DES) to 5^.. 
3) If d(A,Bp  increases or (A ,Bp  fails and NN(A,DES)  
a) set aA,DES.5p = CM.DES,5p + A diAM^l 
4) If A receives MSG(DES,C,1) from B^ and NN(A,DES)  = B^  
a) set m A,DES) = CfA.DES.^p = C + diAM^) 
b) send to all neighbors MSG(DES,C*(A,DES),1) 
c) set VyCA.DES) = V\(A,DES)*0 for every j 
d) go to freeze state. 
5) If d(A,Bi )  increases and A^MA.DES) = B.  
a) set C*(A,DES) = CfA.DES.^p = CM,DES,5p + A diAM^ 
b) send to all neighbors MSG(DES,C*(A,DES),1) 
c) set VyM.DES) = V\(A,DES)*1 for every ; 
d) go to freeze state. 
6) If (AS^)  fails and NN(A,UES)  = B .  
a) do the same as step 5) with A diA,B^ = ooand also set A^M/i,DES) = 
empty. 
7) If a failed link {.A,Bp recovers 
a) send MSG(DES,C*M,DES),0) to B. for every DES. 
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Freeze State 
1) If A receives MSG(DES,C,0) from neighbor 
a) set CM,DES,Bp = C + cl(A,B^), 
2 )  If d(A,Bp  changes by Ad(A,Bp  <0 
a) set CM,DES,= CM,DES,5p + Ad(A,Bp .  
3) If d(A,Bp  increases and NIV(A,DES)  ^B^  
a) set CM,DES,Bp = CM.DES,Bp + A c/M.^p. 
4) If ^ receives MSG(DES,C,1) from B-  and NN(A,DES)  #  B.  
a) set CM,DES.Bp = C + d(A,Bp 
b) send ACK(DES) to B.. 
5) If A receives MSG(DES,C,1) from B-  and NN(A,DES)  =  B .  
a) do step 4) of normal state. 
6) If d(A,Bp  increases and NN(A,DES)  = B .  
a) do step 5) of normal state. 
7) Let V^.M,DES)=j:y, x  € 10,1}. If A receives ACK(DES) from B^,  then 
i) if iy.M,DES)l > IV^.M,DES)I, \i j and x = 0, then 
a) y//l,DES) «-y 
b) send ACK(DES)toA^MA,DES) 
" c) if iy/A,DES)l='0, then 
update A^MA,DES) and C*(A,DES); 
send MSG(DES,C*M,DES),0) to all neighbors; 
go to normal state 
ii) else 
a) y^M.DES) <-y 
b) if IV\M,DES)I = 0 for V j then 
update A^MA,DES] and C*(A,DES); 
send MSG(DES,C*M,DES),0) to all neighbors; 
go to normal state. 
8) If M,Bp fails and /V/VM,DES) 9^ 5. 
a) do step 3) of freeze state 
b) do step 7)0 of freeze state until IV^.M,DES)I = 0. 
9) If M,gp fails and A^A^M,DES) = B^ 
a) do step 6) of normal state 
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b) for all; set V.fA.DES) ^ V.M.DES) V 11 ... 1 where I 11 ... 1 1 = 
IIACA.DES)! ^ ' 
c) do step 8)b) of freeze state. 
10)If a failed link {A,B^ recovers 
a) send MSG(DES,C*M,DES),0) to for every DES. 
